A new explanation is proposed for a long standing question in psycholinguistics: Why are some reduced relative clauses so difficult to comprehend? It is proposed that the meanings of some verbs like race are incompatible with the meaning of the reduced relative clause and that this incompatibility makes sentences like The horse raced past the barn fell unacceptable. In support of their hypotheses, the authors show that reduced relatives of The horse raced past the barn fell type occur in naturally produced sentences with a near-zero probability, whereas reduced relatives with other verbs occur with a probability of about 1 in 20. The authors also support the hypotheses with a number of psycholinguistic experiments and corpus studies.
reduced relative clause sentence The horse raced past the barn fell presents a puzzle that has driven a large portion of language processing research for the past 30 years. On first encounter, most English speakers judge the sentence to be ungrammatical. Yet-so it has been claimed-they all come to agree that their first judgment was wrong, that the sentence is grammatical. The puzzle has been why, if the sentence is grammatical, it is so difficult to process. In this article, we take a different tack. We argue that first judgments are correct, that The horse raced past the barn fell is not an acceptable English sentence.
In most current views of language comprehension, the goal of research designed to understand sentence processing is a syntactic goal: to model how all the words of a sentence, the nouns, verbs, subjects, objects, and so on, are put together by the processing system into the syntactic structure of the sentence. In contrast, we propose a new view of language comprehension that we label meaning through syntax (MTS). The goal of MTS is semantic: to understand how syntactic structures are determined by meaning and how they express meaning.
In this article, we show the value of the MTS view in providing significant new insights into the puzzle of the reduced relative clause, a domain of investigation chosen because of its centrality in the history of psycholinguistics. We make two specific MTS proposals, one for verbs and the other for the reduced relative construction. For verbs, we propose that the parts of verbs' meanings relevant to syntactic structures can be expressed as "event templates." Break, for example, has the event template x CAUSE (y(BECOME BROKEN)), a semantic structure showing the meaningful relations CAUSE and BECOME that connect the entities x and y into an event of breaking. The template also simultaneously represents syntactic information in that its elements can be linked to syntactic positions in sentences. For example, for John broke a window, the causer, x, is linked to subject position and the entity that becomes broken, y, is linked to direct object position.
For constructions, MTS borrows from current research in construction grammar the notion that syntactic constructions in and of themselves carry meaning, a different meaning for each construction. A passive sentence, for example, is said to convey a different meaning than an active sentence. Pertinent to the research described here, we propose that a reduced relative clause construction of the type The horse raced past the barn has its own special meaning, different from the meanings of other syntactic constructions such as transitives, passives, or nonreduced relative clauses.
In the first part of this article, we describe in detail the theoretical claims of MTS: the event template meanings proposed for verbs and the construction meaning proposed for reduced relative clauses. We give linguistic background for each proposal, and then we show how they combine to make The horse raced past the barn ungrammatical as a reduced relative clause. In a nutshell, the thesis we defend in this article is that The horse raced past the barn fell is ungrammatical because the event template meaning of the verb race places the horse in an event structure position that is incompatible with the construction meaning of the reduced relative clause. In the second part of the article, we support this thesis, as well as the proposed event template and reduced relative meanings, with a series of psycholinguistic experiments on sentence comprehension and memory and with corpus data on sentence production.
In the third part of the article, we take up the question of how the MTS view relates to other current views of sentence processing, for reduced relative clauses in particular. One model, Stevenson and Merlo's (1997) parsing model, is similar to the MTS view in suggesting that reduced relatives of the type The horse raced past the barn cannot be successfully parsed. With respect to other models, the MTS view is in conflict with one of the major classes, "constraint-based models." In these models, the language processing system is assumed to store and use statistical information about the frequencies with which various linguistic structures occur in the language. In contrast, by the MTS view, the language processing system knows meanings and rules, but not statistics of usage. Because of this sharp disagreement, the last studies we present test predictions of constraint-based models. The results of the studies are consistent with MTS but not with most current constraintbased models.
The MTS view, at this time, is made up of proposals about representations of information that are important to language processing. It is far from a model of how the representations are used in processing because it generates such a large number of empirical hypotheses about representations that need to be addressed first. The results of the studies presented in this article only begin to tap what needs to be done empirically. We believe the great potential of the MTS view is demonstrated by the fact that neither the variables manipulated in the studies presented here nor the results of the studies would have been anticipated by other current views of the language processing system.
CORPUS DATA
Throughout this article, we rely heavily on corpus data to support hypotheses generated from MTS. The corpus we use is made up of 180 million words of naturally produced English text: 93 million words of articles from the New York Times (NYT; 1984 -1990 , 7.6 million words from fiction and nonfiction adult books, 1.5 million words from fiction and nonfiction children's books, 1 million words of the Brown corpus, 31 million words of transcribed conversations from the "MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour" and "Larry King Live," 6 million words of the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), and 41 million words of Time and Newsweek magazines.
The corpus provides sentences that are naturally produced by speakers and writers of English. It thus provides a window to linguistic representations. The data base is large enough to provide thousands of examples of use of a particular verb or construction. For example, there are 4,294 sentences in the corpus that use the verb race. Analyzing such large amounts of data is slow and painstaking but, as becomes apparent below, the payoffs in terms of theoretical leverage are great.
Throughout the article, we give many sentences from the corpus as examples of construction or verb usage. Some individual sentences were chosen from the corpus because they make a special point. However, the statistics we report as the results of corpus studies are based either on all tokens in the corpus of the particular verb or construction of interest or on random samples of tokens.
THE MEANING OF THE REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSE CONSTRUCTION
A crucial hypothesis of MTS is that syntactic constructions carry meaning independently of the particular words that are expressed in them. We know, for example, that the transitive structure noun1 verb noun2 means that something or someone (noun1) engages in some activity that in some way affects or involves some other entity (noun2). There are numerous other, more subtle, construction meanings. Fillmore (1968) pointed out that Bees are swarming in the garden can mean that they are swarming only in a small part of the garden or that they are swarming in the whole garden, whereas The garden is swarming with bees means that they are swarming in the whole garden. Anderson (1971) pointed out that I loaded the truck with hay conveys that the truck is completely full of hay, but I loaded hay onto the truck does not (and McKoon, Ward, Ratcliff, & Sproat, 1993 , showed the psychological consequences of this difference).
The claim that syntactic constructions carry meaning independently of the words expressed in them has a long history in linguistics. Numerous authors (Anderson, 1971; Bolinger, 1968; Borkin, 1985; Fillmore, 1968; Givon, 1985; Goldberg, 1995 Goldberg, , 1997 Wierzbicka, 1988) have discussed a wide variety of examples of the differences in meaning that occur when the same words are used in slightly different constructions like the garden swarming with bees and loading the truck with hay sentences just mentioned. Bolinger (1968) has concluded that "a difference in syntactic form always spells a difference in meaning" (p. 127).
The force of the argument for the independence of construction meaning from word meaning lies in demonstrations that construction meanings often cannot be built up from individual word meanings. To illustrate, consider sentences like these (from Goldberg, 1995 Goldberg, , 1997 :
Sally baked her sister a cake.
Frank sneezed the tissue off the table.
The train screeched into the station.
Pat smiled her appreciation.
In each case, the event denoted by the sentence has meaning that is contributed by none of the words individually. The word bake, for example, does not by itself embody the meaning of "cooking something for the purpose of transferring possession of it to someone else"; according to standard dictionaries, bake means only "cooking in an oven" or "becoming dry as the result of heat." Likewise for the other sentences: To convey the meaning of the sneezing the tissue sentence, the meaning of sneeze would have to include "cause to move"; to convey the meaning of the screech sentence, the meaning of screech would have to include concurrent movement of the entity emitting the screech; and to convey the meaning of the smile sentence, the meaning of smile would have to include "conveying something by means of smiling." For none of these verbs are the relevant senses included in their dictionary entries, nor is it reasonable that they should be. Instead, so the argument goes, these special senses of the verbs are contributed by the constructions in which the verbs appear. The ditransitive construction, used in the bake sentence, means some entity (Sally) causes some other entity (her sister) to receive something. The caused movement construction, used in the sneeze sentence, means that some entity (Frank) caused some other entity (the tissue) to change location. The screech sentence makes use of the concurrent motion construction, and the smile sentence makes use of the transitive construction to express something abstract (in this case, "appreciation"). All of these constructions are extremely productive in English; all are used with a large variety of verbs to denote a large variety of events.
The MTS hypothesis we put forward is that reduced relative clause constructions are constructions, like those just mentioned, that convey special meaning. In this article, we focus on "object" reduced relatives, that is, reduced relatives of the type The horse raced past the barn in which the head of the clause (the horse) is the direct object of the verb in the clause. We imagine that the "subject" reduced relative construction, in which the head is the subject of the clausal verb (e.g., the horse racing past the barn . . .) also has meaning, but what that might be is outside the scope of this article. It is object reduced relatives that have been the focus of much psycholinguistic research.
For the object reduced relative construction, we propose that it is used to denote a discourse entity characterized by a particular function. The function is defined in the following way: participation in an event caused by some force or entity external to itself. In other words, a discourse entity denoted by an object reduced relative clause could be represented as f(x), where f(x) ϭ x participates in an event with cause external to x.
The relevant causality is that specified by the event template of the verb used in denoting the event, as is discussed in more detail below. For instance, for the reduced relative clause Cars and trucks abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety, the verb used in denoting the event is abandoned, and the entity denoted by the reduced relative is "cars and trucks caused by some external force or entity to be abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety."
There are three critical elements of our hypothesis about the object reduced relative clause construction. First, like the constructions studied by Goldberg (1995 Goldberg ( , 1997 and others, the construction contributes meaning that is independent of the meanings of the individual words. Specifically, the meaning of the construction is to denote a discourse entity in a particular way. Other syntactic structures in which the same words appear do not have the same meaning. For example, we take the meaning of the reduced relative cars and trucks abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety to be the denotation of one discourse entity ("cars and trucks caused by some external force to be abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety"). We hypothesize that the meaning of Cars and trucks were abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety is different, at least because it denotes a discourse entity "cars and trucks" separate from the information that they were abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety, and it probably differs in other ways as well.
Second, and especially relevant to the history of psycholinguistic study of reduced relatives, is the requirement that x's participation in an object reduced relative event be externally caused, where the relevant causality is defined by the event template of the verb used to denote the event. An event that is denoted as internally caused by x cannot appear in the object reduced relative construction, as the construction is defined here; such an event would be inconsistent with the meaning of the construction.
A verb that denotes an internally caused event ascribes responsibility for the event to the entity engaging in it (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; McKoon & Macfarland, 2000b; Smith, 1970) . Bloom is a prototypical example-the cause of a flower blooming is internal to the flower. As we shall argue later, race is also a verb of internal causality; when a horse engages in the activity of racing, the horse, ultimately, controls whether it races. A more complete background of the linguistic and psycholinguistic motivations for the distinction between external and internal cause verbs is given in the next section. For now, the important point is that the meaning proposed for the object reduced relative construction does not allow events for which the verb denotes control residing in x, the entity that is the head of the clause. The implication is that the sentence The horse raced past the barn fell is an incorrect use of the reduced relative construction. So long as both the syntactically relevant meanings embodied for verbs in event templates and construction meanings are considered to be part of the grammar, then the claim is that The horse raced past the barn fell is ungrammatical.
This claim is similar in an important respect to a proposal made by Stevenson and Merlo (1997) . In their syntactic parsing model, the lexical structures of verbs reflect elements of the verbs' meanings. For a motion verb like race, its lexical structure does not provide the syntactic elements that are necessary to construct a syntactic structure for a reduced relative clause in which the verb appears. Thus their parser cannot produce a complete syntactic analysis for a reduced relative clause with a verb like race. To the extent that this inability is taken to mean that The horse raced past the barn fell is ungrammatical, then their proposal and ours are similar (although differing in other important ways, as discussed later).
The third important aspect of defining the object reduced relative as a meaningful construction follows from the notion that different constructions (different syntactic forms, in Bolinger's, 1968, terminology) have different meanings. From this point of view, there is no reason to think that nonreduced relative clauses have the same meaning as reduced relative clauses, and there is at least some reason to think that they have different meanings-if they didn't have different functional meanings, why would they both exist in the language? There may be multiple ways in which the meanings of reduced and nonreduced relative clauses are different. The focus of this article is reduced relatives, not nonreduced relatives, and so only an initial and tentative hypothesis is offered about nonreduced relatives.
The hypothesis we offer about nonreduced relative clauses is concerned only with restrictive clauses because those are the structures that have been used in psycholinguistic research for comparison to reduced relative clauses. Restrictive relative clauses are relative clauses that define or limit the entities that are their heads, and they are not delimited by commas or introduced by which (only by that or who; see, e.g., Strunk & White, 1979; Wilson, 1993) . Throughout this article, whenever we refer to either reduced or nonreduced relative clauses, we mean restrictive relative clauses.
Given the data presented later, it seems reasonable to suppose that whereas an object reduced relative places a single entry into the discourse (f(x)), an object nonreduced relative places two entries into the discourse: an entity x and a fact about x, namely the information in the relative clause (which we label g(x)). To capture this hypothesized (but perhaps incompletely specified) difference in meaning, an object nonreduced relative clause can be represented as the following:
, where x and g(x) are two discourse entries, x corresponding to the head of the clause and g(x) to the information in the clause that tells something about x. The consequence of this representation that we take up later in this article is that x and g(x) are separately represented, compared with the representation of a reduced relative, f(x). That is, the entity x and the information about it, g(x), are more easily accessible separately than if they were bound together in a reduced relative.
The MTS notion that reduced and nonreduced relative clauses have different meanings brings up a crucial contrast between the pretheoretic view espoused here and the pretheoretic view that has been commonplace in other studies of relative clauses. Here, the a priori assumption is that a difference in syntactic structure is likely to correspond to a difference in meaning. Hence, cars and trucks abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety and cars and trucks that were abandoned in a terrifying scramble to safety are assumed, until it has been shown otherwise, to have different meanings. In contrast, the standard view has been that these two clauses have the same meaning; they differ only in syntactic form.
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To sum up this section, the hypothesis about object reduced relative clauses is straightforward: The object reduced relative clause is a construction with its own particular meaning. It places into the discourse an entity defined as having participated in an externally caused event, where the relevant causality is defined by the event template of the verb in the clause. Later, we present corpus studies and psycholinguistic studies to support this hypothesis. Here, it is perhaps worth noting, in passing, what an elegant construction the reduced relative is-paraphrasing its meaning takes many more words than does the construction itself. It fulfills an essential discourse function with great succinctness. It packages for quick and concise entry into the discourse an entity that would otherwise have to be defined in multiple complex ways.
For the remainder of this article, we omit the word object from our references to object reduced relative clauses and object nonreduced relative clauses. As has been indicated, all the hypotheses and data that are presented in the article concern object reduced and object nonreduced relatives, never subject reduced or subject nonreduced relatives.
VERB MEANINGS AND EVENT TEMPLATES
The meaning of the reduced relative clause construction is the first piece of the MTS view about reduced relative clauses. An important component of the reduced relative meaning is the external causality requirement. The notions of external and internal causality, defined with respect to verbs' lexical semantic event templates, are the second relevant piece of the MTS view. In the sections that follow, these notions and their mappings onto various classes of verbs are placed in the context of current lexical semantic theory and are more fully articulated.
Background
Since the 1980s, the assumption guiding many theories in linguistics has been that a verb's lexical entry contains much, perhaps all, of the information that determines the syntactic structures in which the verb appears. In other words, the assumption is that the verb's meaning determines (at least, in large part) its syntactic behavior.
In early work, verbal lexical entries contained three kinds of information: a verb's subcategorization frames, its argument structures, and all of the rest of its meaning (see, e.g., Jackendoff, 1972) . Information relevant to syntax, what we call "syntactically relevant" information, was represented in the subcategorization frames and the argument structures. Argument structures laid out the semantic elements of the syntactic structures in which a verb could be used and subcategorization frames showed the syntactic placements of the elements into sentences. For example, the argument structure of the verb put might have been something like (agent theme location) where the agent is the entity causing the event of putting, the theme is the entity being put, and the location is where it is put. The subcategorization frame would be (NP1) ((V) (NP2) (P NP3)), where NP1 would take the subject position in a sentence, V is put, NP2 would take the direct object position, and P heads a prepositional phrase for which NP3 would take the prepositional object position. Many verbs would have multiple argument structures and subcategorization frames, different ones for the different syntactic structures in which they could appear.
In the view just described, syntactic information (in subcategorization frames) was represented separately from semantic information (in argument structures). In later work (e.g., Chomsky, 1986) , subcategorization frames were eliminated and a verb's lexical entry is now usually said to contain only semantic information, the semantic information relevant to syntax plus all the other parts of the verb's meaning. The idea is that, because sentence structure "is largely predictable from the semantics of predicates" (Wasow, 1985, p. 202 ; see also Bates & Goodman, 1997; Grimshaw, 1994; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Moens & Steedman, 1988; Pustejovsky, 1991; Tenny, 1994; van Valin & LaPolla, 1997; van Valin & Wilkins, 1996) , subcategorization frames are redundant. Currently, one of the important questions for research in lexical semantics is whether sentence structure is entirely predictable from semantic information. The research strategy used here and by a number of linguists (e.g., Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998; Tenny, 1994) is to assume that it is, pushing meaning to predict as much of syntax as it possibly can.
With the elimination of subcategorization frames, the question became how to represent the syntactically relevant part of a verb's meaning such that it could explicitly determine syntactic structure. Answers to this question have taken two general forms: The earlier approach used argument role lists like (agent theme location) for put; then more recently, when it became clear that role lists were unworkable (as we outline below), predicate decomposition approaches were developed. Argument role lists have been used extensively in psycholinguistic research, so we discuss them briefly here. For MTS, we have adopted a predicate decomposition approach.
In order for argument role lists to represent verbs' syntactically relevant meanings, there are three requirements: a list of the roles, definitions of each of the possible roles, and rules for mapping the roles to syntactic positions. Role lists have run into trouble on all three of these fronts. First, it appears to be impossible to rigorously list the possible roles and define them (e.g., Croft, 1998; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1996) . Levin (1999) gave examples of the multitude of possibilities for a single noun, bridge, as the object of a variety of verbs. For some cases, one or more role labels have been suggested in the literature: build a bridge (effected object); destroy a bridge (patient or consumed object); widen a bridge (patient or incremental theme); move a bridge (theme); wash a bridge (location or surface); cross a bridge (path); leave a bridge 1 We refer to the proposed difference between reduced and nonreduced relatives clauses as a difference in meaning. It might also be described as a difference in discourse function. However, in this article, we follow the literature on text representation (e.g., Kintsch, 1974; McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992) and make no distinction between the types of meanings expressed by individual words and propositions and the types of meanings expressed by larger text units. For present purposes, nothing crucial hinges on the descriptive label applied to the proposed reduced-nonreduced difference.
(source); reach a bridge (goal); and see a bridge (stimulus or object of perception). For others, no particular label suggests itself: praise a bridge, touch a bridge, avoid a bridge, and imagine a bridge. In the lexical semantics literature, no single list of roles and their definitions has ever been agreed upon.
The situation is just as problematic when it comes to rules for mapping role labels to syntactic structures. Generally, mapping was done by ordering role labels into hierarchies such that for the roles of a particular verb, the one highest in the hierarchy might be mapped to subject of a sentence, the next highest to direct object, and so on. The problem has been that many different hierarchies have been suggested, varying in their choices of roles and their orderings of roles. Summarizing how hierarchies have been used, Croft (1998) pointed out that there is no underlying motivation for the ranking of roles because a hierarchy of isolated roles "does not take account of their relational nature" (p. 29).
In response to these problems, lexical semanticists have turned to predicate decompositions. Different forms of decompositions have been proposed by a number of theorists, including Hale and Keyser (1993) , Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998) , Stevenson and Merlo (1997) , Tenny (1994) , Pustejovsky (1991) , and van Valin and LaPolla (1997) . The predicate decomposition approach is relatively new and it is not yet clear whether it can be used to solve all of the problems that plagued role lists, but efforts to date have been encouraging and the data provided later in this article offer further support. The event template decompositions used with the MTS view are most like Rappaport Hovav's (1995, 1996) decompositions. Table 1 lays out the templates. We first describe them and then elaborate the assumptions behind them.
The templates in Table 1 show decompositional representations of syntactically relevant meanings. The first template, for activity verbs, shows the entity, x (the "argument"), that participates in the event and, with the semantic primitive ACT, it shows the activity in which the entity engages. This template represents the syntactically relevant meaning of verbs like race and hit. The manner of motion verbs that have been important in the study of reduced relative clauses (e.g., race, walk) are a subclass of activity verbs. They have the x(ACT) template, and also they are verbs of internal causality, that is, they carry the specification that the denoted activity is under the control of the entity engaging in the activity. The second template, for states like love and exist, has the structure that x exists in some state. The third template is for simple change of state verbs like bloom, wilt, and arrive. The semantic primitive BECOME specifies a change for the entity x to a new state. One subclass of these verbs is the "internally caused change of state" class, verbs like bloom and ferment. Like the manner of motion verbs, these verbs carry a specification of internal causality: The denoted change of state is under the control of the entity undergoing the change of state. The fourth template is for verbs that are called "externally caused change of state" verbs, verbs like break. Their template shows two subevents, a causing event ␣ and a change of state event, connected by the primitive CAUSE. The change of state subevent is the same as the simple change of state (x(BECOME IN STATE)). Alpha can be any of the four event types, a state, an activity, a simple change of state, or an externally caused change of state (van Valin & LaPolla, 1997) .
The four predicate decompositions shown in Table 1 are taken to define four types of events that verbs may denote. A template lays out the structure of an event. It provides a skeleton of meaning upon which a sentence can be built (Tenny, 1994) . It shows the placement of arguments in events and subevents, whether and how arguments are affected in the course of an event, and how subevents are connected to each other by causality. States and activities place arguments in situations or events, simple and externally caused changes of state place arguments in events in which the arguments undergo a change, and externally caused changes of state place arguments in two causally related subevents. For some classes and subclasses of verbs, arguments in their template are also marked for causality: For example, manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs specify causality internal to the entity engaging in the verbal event, and externally caused change of state verbs specify causality external to the entity changing state. For any particular verb, its template is an instantiation of the verb into the appropriate template type, as is shown with the examples in the table, for instance, x(HIT) and x(BE-COME ARRIVED). For all the verbs that share the same template, the assumption is that the syntactically relevant part of their meanings is the same. They differ in all the other parts of their meanings.
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In the sections that follow, we further describe and motivate the use of event templates and then present the hypothesized interactions of the templates with the reduced relative clause construction.
2 Unlike some other lexical decomposition approaches, we do not define the four proposed types of events in aspectual terms. Aspectual classifications sort verbs according to their inherent temporal properties: telic-atelic, punctual-durative, and stative-dynamic. Aspectual properties do not pick out the same classes of verbs as the event templates we define. Also, verbs can switch aspectual classes according to the context in which they are used, whereas we propose that verbs maintain the same basic event template across contexts. The syntactically relevant part of a verb's meaning is often a direct and obvious reflection of the other parts of its meaning. For example, run has an x(ACT) template because it is an activity. However, which template is appropriate for a verb is not always obvious. Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) give the verb blush as an example. In English and Dutch, blush has an activity template. That is, it is construed as an activity verb, as evidenced by the fact that we can say someone blushed for 10 minutes, but not someone blushed in a minute (meaning it took a minute for the person to change from the nonblushing to the blushing state). In Italian, it appears that blush has a different template, a simple change of state template, because the use of blush is exactly reversed: Blushing for 10 minutes is an unacceptable use of the verb and blushing in a minute is acceptable (see Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995 , for further discussion).
The blush example illustrates a second point about event templates that cannot be overstressed: Event templates are not intended to directly represent events in the world. Instead they express construals (i.e., interpretations) of events in the world. Apparently, in Italian the verb blush denotes a change of state, whereas in English and Dutch, it denotes an activity.
The arguments in event templates (e.g., the x in x(ACT)) are simply place holders to indicate participants in the events; there is nothing semantic about them in themselves. The meaning of a template lies in the number of arguments it contains, in the template structure that defines the relations among them, and in whether the template is marked for internal or external causality. The primitive relational predicates are tentatively hypothesized to comprise only a small set, CAUSE, BECOME, and ACT. The number of different template types is also thought to be small, perhaps comprising only the four types shown in Table 1 : activity, state, simple change of state, and externally caused change of state.
The entities that are represented in a template are only those that are required for syntactic expression. The verb erode, for example, has the template x(BECOME ERODED). Erode is usually used in an intransitive construction, specifying only the single argument x (e.g., The beach eroded). However, it can also be used in a transitive construction that specifies a second participant in the erosion process, as in The waves eroded the beach. But this second participant is not syntactically required and so is not represented in the template (McKoon & Macfarland, 2000b) . It is assumed that optional arguments like this are optionally added to a sentence from the parts of erode's meaning that are not specified in the event template. This is one point on which the MTS view contrasts sharply with the thematic role list approach used in some current psycholinguistic research. Typically, in a role list approach, a verb's lexical entry would have encoded with it all the different possible role lists with which the verb could occur. For example, for erode, there would be one role list for sentences like The beach eroded and a different role list for sentences like The waves eroded the beach. In the MTS approach, the lexical entry for a verb has only a single event template (unless the verb is truly ambiguous), to which optional arguments can be added.
Linking Rules
The projection of event templates to sentence structures is implemented by linking rules. Here, we illustrate linking rules with two easily explained rules suggested by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) . One is the "Immediate Cause" linking rule, which states that the argument denoting the immediate cause of an event denoted by a verb will take the subject position in a sentence. For example, in John broke a window, the immediate cause of the breaking event is something John did (␣) and so ␣ is placed in subject position (where it is referenced by John). The rule applies to internally as well as externally caused change of state verbs. For bloom, for example, the immediate cause of blooming is something internal to the entity that blooms and so this entity takes subject position.
The second linking rule is the "Directed Change" rule. According to this rule, the argument of a template that corresponds to the entity undergoing a directed change takes direct object position. In John broke the window, it is the window that is undergoing a directed change and so it is the direct object. "Directed" change means a change that results in the change of state that is dictated by the verb. John probably undergoes some change in the event of breaking a window, but it is not the change dictated by the verb. Likewise, for John runs, John likely undergoes some change in the course of the activity, but it is not a change that has directionJohn runs does not necessarily indicate that he actually went anywhere by running.
What is important to note about the linking rules is that they are formulated in terms of the semantic event templates and this means, in turn, that the syntactic positions in a sentence are defined, at least in major part, in terms of the semantic event templates. This is the essence of the MTS view: The event template meaning of the verb is expressed through the syntax of the sentence. For example, for John broke the window, John being the subject of the sentence conveys that something John did is the immediate cause of the breaking event and the window being the direct object conveys that the window changes state as a result of the event.
Intuitions and Generalizations
In linguistics, one goal for event templates, and predicate decompositions in general, is to contribute to an explanation of what language users know about syntax-semantics interactions and how they can know it. Language users have strong intuitions about how individual verbs can be used and these intuitions generalize across classes of verbs.
To better explain what verb templates are designed to accomplish, we give as an example the contrasts between two classes of verbs, "wipe" verbs and "remove" verbs. Consider the prototypical verbs of these classes: Dictionaries typically define wipe as a kind of movement that removes some substance from a surface and remove as taking some substance away from where it was. The two definitions are much alike, and that is in accord with first intuitions about their meanings by users of the two verbs. But users of these verbs have more, quite subtle, intuitions about the differing linguistic environments in which the two verbs can be acceptably used. Tokens of wipe from our corpus include the following: What differences are there between wipe and remove? Of the seven different constructions above, remove can appear in the first and the second and perhaps the third and fourth, but not the others. One cannot, for example, remove a slate clean or remove a rag across a windshield, and remove cannot be used to add a stain or any other substance onto a surface.
Not only are the differences between wipe and remove considerable, the same differences are found between other verbs of their classes. Sweep, dust, erase, rinse, rub, scrub, strip , and wash behave like wipe, whereas delete, dislodge, dismiss, eject, evict, omit, and sever behave like remove (see Levin, 1993) .
If the constructions in which a verb can appear are determined, in significant part, by the features of verbs' meanings that are captured in event templates, then differences in the possible constructions for the verbs of the two classes should be explainable from their templates. This is, in fact, the case.
The wipe verbs are assumed to have a simple activity template, x(ACT), and the remove verbs to have an externally caused change of state template, ␣ CAUSE (x(BECOME IN STATE)) (see Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998) . Intuitively, wipe verbs are used to construe events as being about the manner in which an event is carried out, whereas remove verbs are used to construe events as being about the result or end state of the event. With the x(WIPE) template, nothing beyond the activity itself is required in a sentence. A location for the activity (her mistress's shin), a substance to be removed (the Treasury's obligation), or a path (across windshields) can be added, but these are not required by the template and they come from the parts of the verb's meaning that are not expressed in the template. Also, changes of location and changes of state can be added. In Examples 2, 3, and 4, the Treasury obligation, the White House critics, and the fingermarks all change location, and in Example 5, the slate becomes clean. Perhaps the most compelling evidence for the simple x(WIPE) template is that wipe can actually be used with the opposite of a remove meaning: In Example 7, the change of state is that stain is added, not removed.
For remove, on the other hand, its template, ␣ CAUSE (x(BE-COME REMOVED)), already expresses a change of state and another cannot be added (because an event is prohibited from having more than one change of state; see Tenny, 1994) . For example, it cannot be said that the slate was removed clean. Constructions like those in Example 2 above and perhaps those in Examples 3 and 4 are possible because removing something "away" or removing something "off" of some surface provides further specification of the removal change of state, not addition of a different change of state. Also, because the template specifies the "removed" change of state, the verb can only be used for taking a substance or object away, not for adding it.
The wipe-remove examples illustrate the sorts of intuitions and generalizations across classes of verbs that can be explained by event templates as representations of syntactically relevant meaning. Below, we show similar sorts of regularities for the classes of verbs relevant to reduced relative clauses.
VERB TEMPLATES AND THE REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSE CONSTRUCTION
At this point, we have introduced the meaning of the reduced relative construction and the event template meanings of verbs. The crux of the MTS view of reduced relatives is that a reduced relative is grammatical only if the template meaning of the verb in the clause places the entity that is head of the clause in an event structure position that is compatible with the reduced relative's construction meaning. The reduced relative construction is defined as denoting an entity that participates in an externally caused event. In the reduced relative snowflakes sent by the good witch, the head, snowflakes, participates in an event of sending. The sending event is controlled by the witch and so control is external to the snowflakes. According to MTS, the reduced relative construction allows only verbs that provide a template structure in which causality resides in some entity other than the one that is the head of the reduced relative.
There are two classes of verbs that we identify in this article as meeting the requirement for insertion into the reduced relative construction and two that we identify as failing to meet the requirement. The verbs' interactions with the reduced relative construction are outlined in this section and then are later fleshed out with supporting data.
The first column of Table 2 shows templates for verbs that meet the reduced relative requirement. The entity that would be positioned as the head of a reduced relative is designated Y. Verbs like break, externally caused change of state verbs, denote events in which the change of state for Y is externally caused, so they meet the reduced relative's requirement of external causality and insertion into a reduced relative is permitted. In both John broke the window and the window broken by John, Y is the window and ␣ is represented by John. Verbs like examine are activity verbs. For a verb of this class, the entity Y is not represented in the event template; instead, it comes from the other parts of the verb's meaning (and so we have designated it with a subscript in Table 2 ). When an entity x engages in the verbal activity, x involves Y in that activity. For Y, the event is under external control and therefore insertion into the reduced relative is permitted. Thus, for both these classes of verbs, their event templates provide a structure in which the event denoted in the reduced relative is controlled by some entity other than the entity positioned as the head of the reduced relative.
The second column of Table 2 shows how verbs' event templates can block insertion into the reduced relative construction. The two classes of verbs shown are manner of motion activity verbs (e.g., race, swagger, jump) and internally caused change of state verbs (e.g., bloom, rust, wilt) .
For manner of motion verbs, their template is the simple activity template, with causality marked as internal to the entity engaging in the activity. The MTS claim is that this is the single, basic template for these verbs. Although some verbs of this class can be used in transitive constructions such as John raced the horse, this is considered to be an extension beyond their basic sense (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Stevenson & Merlo, 1997) . If Y is the entity engaging in and controlling the activity, then a reduced relative with Y as its head is blocked because the external causality requirement of the reduced relative construction is not met. For the verb race, for example, its basic template is Y(RACE). Racing is internally controlled by Y, the entity engaging in the activity, not externally controlled, and so race cannot be used in a reduced relative clause with Y as its head.
It should be stressed that it is a verb's template that defines the causality relevant to reduced relatives. Through its template, a verb places a particular construal on an event. Race places a construal of internal causality on the events it denotes, whatever the entities doing the racing, whether they are horses on racetracks or cars on highways or sticks racing over a waterfall. Whatever the entity engaging in a racing event, a reduced relative with that entity as head is prohibited.
The same considerations apply to internally caused change of state verbs, although their template structures events differently. Internally caused change of state verbs have a change of state template for which control of the change of state is internal to the entity undergoing the change. These verbs can be used in transitive constructions, but differently from verbs of other classes (McKoon & Macfarland, 2000b) . For internally caused change of state verbs, the subject of the verb in a transitive construction is not an external controller but instead a participant in the change of state event. This participant is an argument that comes from the parts of the verb's meaning not represented in the template (and so it is designated with a subscript in Table 2 ). To the reduced relative clause, the meaning that matters is the meaning in the event template and according to the template, the change of state for Y is internally controlled; therefore, use in a reduced relative with Y as its head is blocked.
The event templates in Table 2 and their interactions with the reduced relative construction summarize the MTS hypotheses about reduced relative clauses. We turn now to supporting data.
DATA: LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE, SENTENCE PRODUCTION, AND SENTENCE COMPREHENSION
For the MTS view of reduced relatives, there are three main pieces: The meanings of verbs as represented in event templates, the meaning of the reduced relative construction, and the interaction of the two kinds of meaning. In the sections that follow, we present empirical evidence to support all three.
The first data to be presented support the proposed event templates. Of the four classes of verbs shown in Table 2 , for only two of them, manner of motion and internally caused change of state, is their template crucial to our thesis because only verbs of these classes invoke prohibition of reduced relatives. For manner of motion verbs, we present one corpus study and three psycholinguistic experiments, and for internally caused change of state verbs, we review one corpus study and four experiments from earlier work. Second, we present evidence supporting the MTS definition of the reduced relative clause, and third, we present evidence of the prohibition of reduced relative clauses for verbs of internal causality.
Event Templates: Manner of Motion Verbs, Corpus Study 1
The hypothesis is that a reduced relative cannot have as its head an entity engaging in a manner of motion event because a manner of motion event is internally controlled by the entity engaging in it, and such internal control is prohibited for the reduced relative. The claim is that the activity template is the single basic template in the lexicon for these verbs. They do not have a second basic template; in particular, they do not have a basic template for external control of the activity.
The activity template (x(ACT)) covers all the events denoted by manner of motion verbs for which control is unequivocally internal to the entity engaging in the activity. This includes instances in which the verbs are used intransitively, such as the examples The claim that needs to be supported is that the activity template is the only basic lexical template, that there is no second basic template for manner of motion verbs denoting an event for which control is construed to be taken over by an external force. For example, in the sentence . . . the great Stonewall galloped Little Sorrel up and down this very road, it appears that Stonewall has taken over control of the galloping event from Little Sorrel. If there were an external causality template, as a basic lexical template, for instances like these, then MTS could not explain the difficulty presented by manner of motion verbs occurring in reduced relatives. The template would incorporate the notion of external control that is hypothesized to be required by the reduced relative construction.
We argue that external control instances of manner of motion verbs do not reflect a basic lexical template. Instead, we argue that these instances are extensions from the basic activity template (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Stevenson & Merlo, 1997) .
The first line of evidence, Corpus Study 1, 3 comes from examination of the kinds of sentences people produce with manner of motion verbs. We examined all the tokens in the corpus for 69 verbs, all the verbs classified as manner of motion verbs by Levin (1993) that appear in the corpus mainly as verbs (e.g., backpack appears mainly as a noun and so it was excluded) and do not have a second meaning that is difficult to distinguish from the manner of motion meaning (e.g., bounce). For the 31 verbs amble, clamber, climb, flit, frolic, hike, hop, limp, lope, meander, prowl, roam, romp, saunter, scamper, scram, scramble, shamble, skulk, slink, stray, swagger, tiptoe, traipse, tramp, travel, trek, trudge, waddle, wade, and wander , an examination of 56,460 corpus sentences found no instances at all of external control. For the 20 verbs canter, carom, cavort, coast, crawl, creep, leap, lurch, plod, prance, ramble, scurry, sidle, slither, stroll, stumble, swim, toddle, totter, and troop, there Only for the 14 verbs dart, float, gallop, hurry, hustle, march, parade, race, sneak, speed, strut, trot, vault , and walk are there many external cause uses. For both these verbs and those listed above that have less frequent external cause uses, there is a tight restriction on the entities that exercise external control: They are people, groups of people, actions by people, or natural forces (Cruse, 1972; Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Stevenson & Merlo, 1997) . We assume this restriction comes about because internal causality can be overridden only by a force superior to that of the entity engaging in the verbal activity. For example, when "she" "totters him home," "she" is taken to be a superior force to someone who is drunk. For the 14 verbs for which external cause uses are frequent, we checked the restriction by examining a random sample of 12 corpus instances of external control for each verb and found none for which the external cause was not a person, group of people, action by people, or natural force.
Overall, data from Corpus Study 1 provide two lines of evidence that external cause uses of manner of motion verbs do not reflect a basic, external causality template: One is the rarity of external cause sentences for the class of manner of motion verbs, and the second is the restriction that the external controllers that do occur must represent forces superior to the entity engaging in the verbal activity. These data are noteworthy because the sentences in the corpus are sentences that are naturally produced by speakers and writers. The sentences show the knowledge that the speakers and writers have about their language, specifically that manner of motion verbs convey internal control. Speakers and writers follow the constraints imposed by internal control, overriding internal control rarely and only in well-circumscribed situations.
Before moving from sentence production data to comprehension data, we mention one further line of evidence that external cause uses of manner of motion verbs are derived extensions from a basic, internal cause template. If the external cause uses are derived, then it might be expected that they would be morphologically marked. Data for this claim come from the morphology of causatives in languages other than English, reviewed by Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) . In a number of languages, the morpheme that is used to mark causative uses of manner of motion verbs is different from the morpheme that is used to mark standard causatives, that is, those of the externally caused change of state class. The suggestion is that the two kinds of causatives arise from the lexicon in different ways.
Comprehension of Manner of Motion Verbs: Experiments 1, 2, and 3
The MTS proposal, supported by Corpus Study 1, is that the basic representation of syntactically relevant meaning for manner of motion verbs in the lexicon is the simple activity event template. If this is correct, and if the language system processes simpler structures faster than more complex ones, then manner of motion verbs should be processed faster than verbs that have external causality templates. We measured speed of processing with sentence comprehension and with lexical decision. We compared the manner of motion verbs against externally caused change of state verbs (e.g., break, fade) because these verbs have been shown to have ␣ CAUSE(x(BECOME IN STATE)) as their basic template (McKoon & Macfarland, 2000b; Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 2000) .
In Experiment 1, manner of motion verbs and externally caused change of state verbs were tested in three-word intransitive sentences such as The child crawled (manner of motion) and The signal faded (externally caused change of state). Subjects were asked to read the sentences and the dependent measure was reading time. Because of the greater complexity of the event templates for the external cause verbs, we predicted that their sentences would have longer reading times than sentences with the simpler manner of motion verbs.
In Experiment 2, manner of motion and external cause verbs were tested in anomalous transitive sentences such as Some captains creep sighs (manner of motion) and Some captains split sighs (externally caused change of state). Subjects were asked to judge whether each sentence was acceptable or unacceptable. Again, it was predicted that the more complex external cause verbs would have longer response times than the simpler manner of motion verbs.
The methodologies of Experiments 1 and 2 complement each other. With acceptable sentences (Experiment 1), there could be a problem in that the sentences for the external cause verbs might differ on some unknown dimension from the sentences for the manner of motion verbs, a dimension other than the verbs' lexical semantic event templates (even though the sets of sentences were closely matched on as many dimensions as possible). Experiment 2 counters this possibility because exactly the same anomalous sentence frames were used for the manner of motion verbs as for the externally caused change of state verbs. Experiment 3 measured lexical decision response times for the same verbs as were used in the sentences of Experiments 1 and 2. If event templates are an important part of verbs' lexical entries, then the more complex external cause verbs should have longer lexical decision response times than the simpler manner of motion verbs. The two sets of verbs were matched on other factors known to affect lexical decision response times so that response time differences could be attributed to the greater complexity of the external cause verbs' event templates.
Method
Materials. Sixteen manner of motion verbs and 16 external cause verbs (listed by Levin, 1993) were paired such that the two verbs of a pair were matched on several dimensions: Kučera-Francis frequency (Francis & Kučera, 1982; means 34 and 30, respectively) , number of syllables, subjective frequency (means 3.3 and 3.2, on a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being most frequent; Forster, 2000) , and imageability (means 2.1 and 2.0, on a 1 to 5 scale, with 1 being most imageable). The two sets of verbs were also matched on the numbers of senses listed for each verb in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) , with the verb break deleted (break is listed as having 63 senses). The mean number of senses for the manner of motion verbs was 6.6 and the mean number of senses for the external cause verbs was 8.0; the means were not significantly different, F 2 (1, 30) Ͻ 1.0, p Ͻ .05, throughout this article. The two sets of verbs were also matched on the sizes of their neighborhoods of orthographically similar other words, as measured by the number of words in Francis and Kučera (1982) that differ from them by exactly one letter. The mean numbers of such words were 2.7 and 3.6 for the manner of motion and external cause verbs, respectivelynot significantly different, F 2 (1, 30) Ͻ 1.0. The pairs of verbs were (first, the manner of motion verb, then the externally caused change of state verb) : amble, shrivel; crawl, crack; creep, split; float, fade; gallop, vibrate; glide, fray; limp, thaw; toddle, redden; stagger, stiffen; climb, freeze; scamper, mellow; trot, smash; walk, break; sneak, rip; wade, scorch; and rush, snap. For Experiment 1, one 3-word intransitive sentence was written for each verb. Some examples are as follows: The cows ambled, The crops shriveled, The dancers glided, The wires frayed, The players limped, and The chicken thawed. For all but five of the sentences, the first word was the, and for all the sentences, the second word was a noun and the third word was the verb, always in past tense. The noun chosen as the subject for each verb was a noun that is used as the verb's subject in an intransitive sentence in the corpus. Also, the noun that was chosen for the subject of each verb's sentence is an entity of the kind that is most frequently used as a subject of the verb in intransitive sentences in the corpus. For example, the most common entities used as subjects of intransitive sentences with the verb ambled are animate entities and so we used an animate entity as the subject of the sentence in the experiment. The sentences for the two verbs of a pair were matched in terms of the Kučera-Francis frequency of their nouns. The two sets of sentences were also matched in terms of plausibility. An independent group of 12 subjects rated the sentences for plausibility on a 1 to 5 scale (with 5 being highly plausible). The mean rating for the sentences with manner of motion verbs was 4.6, and the mean for the sentences with external cause verbs was 4.5. The two sets of sentences were also matched on how semantically related the noun and verb are. An independent group of 15 subjects rated each pair (e.g., cows-amble) on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being most highly related. The mean rating for the pairs with manner of motion verbs was 2.9 and the mean for the pairs with external cause verbs was 2.8. There were also filler sentences for the experiment, some intransitive and some transitive.
For Experiment 2, 16 pairs of sentence frames were created, each frame made up of four words, all of the form Some nouns verb nouns, for example, Some captains verb sighs and Some editors verb moans. The nouns of the frames were chosen to make the sentences clearly anomalous. For half of the subjects, the first frame of a pair of frames was used with the manner of motion verb of a pair of verbs and the second frame was used with the external cause verb, and for the other half of the subjects, this assignment was reversed. The nouns in the two frames of a pair were closely matched in Kučera-Francis frequency. The verb was always in present tense. There were also filler sentences for the experiment, some transitive and some intransitive, some acceptable and some unacceptable. The unacceptable sentences were all as anomalous as possible in order to keep response times fast and reading rates at a near-normal level.
instructed to read it and press the space bar when finished; then the screen was cleared and, after a 500-ms pause, the next sentence was presented. After the nine sentences of a list, there were three true-false test sentences to test comprehension of the sentences that had been read. Subjects averaged 87% correct on the true-false tests, indicating that they read the sentences reasonably carefully. There were 20 subjects. For all of the experiments reported in this article, the subjects were Northwestern undergraduates participating for course credit.
For each subject in Experiment 2 (measuring acceptability judgments of anomalous transitive sentences), there were eight lists of 16 randomly ordered sentences each (preceded by one practice list), 6 unacceptable and 10 acceptable sentences in each list and each list containing 2 of the sentences with manner of motion verbs and 2 of the sentences with external cause verbs, plus filler sentences. Subjects began each list by pressing the space bar, and then the sentences were presented one at a time. For each sentence, subjects were asked to indicate their best judgment of whether the sentence was acceptable or unacceptable, pressing the ?/ key to indicate "acceptable" and the Z key to indicate "unacceptable." Subjects were asked to make their judgments as quickly and accurately as possible. There were 32 subjects.
For Experiment 3, the 16 manner of motion verbs and 16 external cause verbs were mixed with filler words and nonwords in 11 blocks of 16 items (preceded by 1 practice block), with 8 words and 8 nonwords in each block. Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to each item. A correct response was followed by a 50-ms blank interval and then the next test item. An error was followed by the message ERROR for 900 ms, then the 50 ms blank interval, and then the next test item. Order of the items was random except that each of the manner of motion and external cause verbs was immediately preceded by a nonword. There were 35 subjects.
Results
In the first 2 experiments, responses for sentences with externally caused change of state verbs were slower than responses for sentences with manner of motion verbs, as predicted from the complexity difference in the lexical semantic event templates of the two classes of verbs. In Experiment 1, with acceptable intransitive sentences, mean reading time for the sentences with external cause verbs was 1,693 ms and mean reading time for the sentences with manner of motion verbs was 1,546 ms; the difference was significant, F 1 (1, 19) ϭ 7.8, F 2 (1, 15) ϭ 4.7, SE ϭ 38 ms. In Experiment 2, with unacceptable transitive sentences, the mean time to judge unacceptable the sentences with external cause verbs was 1,744 ms (96% "unacceptable" judgments), compared with 1,656 ms (96% "unacceptable" judgments) for sentences with manner of motion verbs; this difference was also significant, F 1 (1, 30) ϭ 6.3, F 2 (1, 15) ϭ 5.0, SE ϭ 25 ms.
In Experiment 3, lexical decision responses for the external cause verbs were significantly slower than responses for the manner of motion verbs, F 1 (1, 34) ϭ 12.9, F 2 (1, 15) ϭ 6.1, SE ϭ 12 ms. The mean response times were 779 ms (5% errors) and 716 ms (3% errors).
We take the data from these experiments as evidence that the single basic template for manner of motion verbs is a simple event template whereas the single basic template for externally caused change of state verbs is more complex.
There are several alternative accounts of the data that might be advanced, but they can be ruled out. First, if manner of motion verbs had two basic templates, an activity template and a more complex, external cause template, then in Experiment 2 the response times for sentences with the manner of motion verbs should not have been shorter than the response times for sentences with externally caused change of state verbs. Or if both classes of verbs had both a simple and a more complex template, there should have been no response time differences between them in any of the experiments.
Second, it might be proposed that only some manner of motion verbs have two basic templates, specifically those verbs (like gallop) that are used in external control, transitive sentences, as well as intransitive sentences. According to corpus data, there were eight such verbs in the experiments. The data for these verbs and their externally caused change of state pair mates show the same pattern as for all the verbs: shorter response times for the manner of motion verbs than the externally caused change of state verbs (collapsing across all three experiments), F 1 (1, 86) ϭ 6.7, F 2 (1, 21) ϭ 4.9 (the means for the three experiments, manner of motion verbs versus external cause verbs, are, respectively: 1,586 ms vs. 1,690 ms; 1,690 ms vs. 1,811 ms; and 666 ms vs. 722 ms.)
Another possible alternative hypothesis, which might be proposed by the constraint-based models of sentence processing that are discussed in the latter half of this article, is that response times in the experiments depended on the probabilities with which the verbs are used in various syntactic constructions, not on the underlying event templates. To test this hypothesis, we examined response times for manner of motion and externally caused change of state verbs for which the probability of appearing in transitive versus intransitive constructions was approximately equated. Overall, as measured from a random sample of 100 tokens of each verb in the corpus, the manner of motion verbs are less likely to appear in the corpus as transitives than the external cause verbs (the respective probabilities are .13 and .41), but for eight of the verbs of each class, the probabilities are about the same (.19 and .21, respectively). For these verbs, the mean response times show the same pattern as for all the verbs, with responses for manner of motion verbs shorter than responses for external cause verbs, F 1 (1, 86) ϭ 11.0, and F 2 (2, 42) ϭ 3.4, p ϭ .075. In the three experiments, the mean response times for these eight manner of motion and eight external cause verbs were, respectively: 1,566 ms vs. 1,640 ms; 1,656 ms vs. 1,737 ms; and 728 ms vs. 769 ms. These response times are not noticeably different from the response times for all the verbs together, suggesting that the probabilities with which the verbs appear in surface structure syntactic configurations have little effect on processing time, a point taken up in the latter half of this article.
Summary and Discussion
With the assumption that manner of motion verbs have a single basic lexical template, the activity template x(ACT), marked for internal causality, a wide range of data can be explained. Corpus Study 1 investigated the kinds of sentences speakers and writers produce. All the corpus tokens for 69 manner of motion verbs were examined, and the data provide convincing evidence for a single, basic, internal causality, activity template. External control uses of the verbs are rare, and when the verbs do denote events under external control, there is a tight restriction, namely that the external, controlling entity must be a force superior to that of the entity engaging in the verbal activity. The assumption that there is a single basic template for the manner of motion verbs also accounts for the shorter processing times for both transitive and intransitive sentences with manner of motion verbs versus externally caused change of state verbs, and it accounts for shorter lexical decision response times for manner of motion verbs.
The corpus and experimental data jointly rule out a number of other possible accounts of the lexical representation of manner of motion verbs. First, any proposal by which the verbs are assumed to have two basic lexical representations, one for intransitive sentences and one for transitive sentences, has difficulty in explaining the data. Decompositional proposals like this have been made by Pustejovsky (1991; but see Pustejovsky, 1995) , Stevenson and Merlo (1997) , and van Valin and LaPolla (1997) . Also, many constraint-based models assume that the lexical representation of a verb has multiple role lists, one for each syntactic construction in which the verb occurs. If manner of motion verbs and externally caused change of state verbs both had one representation underlying transitive sentences and another representation underlying intransitive sentences, whether the representations were decompositional or role lists, the differences in response times in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 would not be predicted.
The differences in event template complexity proposed by MTS explain the processing time differences between manner of motion and externally caused change of state verbs. In addition, the notion of internal causality (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995; McKoon & Macfarland, 2000b; Smith, 1970 ) is needed to explain the results of the corpus study. Because manner of motion verbs denote events internally controlled by the entities engaging in them, sentences expressing control taken over by an external entity occur rarely and only under tightly defined circumstances, specifically when the external controller is a superior force. Also, both internal causality and the restriction to superior forces as external controllers are semantic notions. Therefore, it would be difficult to capture them in any system in which the lexical representation of syntactically relevant information for verbs was not formulated in semantic terms.
The internal causality feature of the event template for manner of motion verbs is central to the MTS explanation for the prohibition of manner of motion verbs in reduced relative clauses. The entity engaging in the activity denoted by a manner of motion verb does so under internal, not external, control, and so the entity cannot be the head of a reduced relative. We take up evidence about reduced relative clauses after discussing a second class of verbs marked for internal causality.
Event Templates: Internally Caused Change of State Verbs
Internally caused change of state verbs are the second class of verbs for which we claim that reduced relatives are blocked. This class of verbs has been extensively studied by Macfarland (2000b, 2000c) and their findings are reviewed here.
For internally caused change of state verbs, there must be at least a basic, change of state template to underlie intransitive sentences like The flower bloomed. Clearly, the flower changes state and it does so because of some internal process.
The claim is that this is the only basic template for these verbs. Many of the verbs of this class appear frequently in transitive sentences, but the hypothesis is that both transitive and intransitive sentences are projected from the same underlying change of state template. The transitive sentences differ from the intransitives only in that the transitives make explicit an optional argument that arises from the part of a verb's meaning that is not represented in the event template. The optional argument has no expression of its own in the event template. Instead, it is a part of the change of state process (which is why we indicate it with a subscript on the change of state in Table 2 ). The sentences below show examples of transitive subjects that are natural entities participating in an internally caused change of state, denoted by an internally caused change of state verb. Water, for example, participates in the process of everything rotting. In each case, we claim, the subject of the transitive verb is not an external controller; instead it is a participant in the internally controlled event. The sentences are as follows:
The water rots everything . . .
. . . the kind of high-noon sun that wilts cactus.
But the record cold that chilled the city in January withered many of the azaleas . . . McKoon and Macfarland (2000b) supported this analysis of transitive uses of internally caused change of state verbs with corpus data. They compared transitive sentences with internally caused change of state verbs (as in the sentences above) to transitive sentences with externally caused change of state verbs (like break). As predicted, the verbs of the two classes differ in the restrictions they place on the subjects of transitives. For externally caused change of state transitives, the subjects can be any of a wide variety of types of entities, including animate agents, natural forces, manmade artifacts, and abstract entities. But for the internally caused change of state transitives, the subjects are restricted to entities that are inherent to the natural course of the change of state described by the verb, as water is inherent to the subway tunnels eroding. Other kinds of entities like agents or instruments cannot be inherent participants of internally caused change of state events, and so they are prohibited from appearing as subjects of transitives. One cannot say, for example, that John eroded the tunnels or that A hammer eroded the tunnels. (Of course, in the world, there is no reason that a person or a hammer could not accomplish something like the erosion of a tunnel; what cannot happen is erode being used to describe such events because erode conveys internal control. 5 ) McKoon and Macfarland (2000a , 2000b , 2000c ) also provided psycholinguistic data to support the change of state template being the single basic template for internally caused change of state verbs. The experiments were analogous to those just described for manner of motion verbs, and illustrative data are shown in Table 3 . The pattern of the data is that internally caused change of state verbs lead to faster processing than externally caused change of state verbs. This is true for acceptable intransitive sentences, acceptable transitive sentences, anomalous transitive sentences, and for lexical decision.
The water table in
Just as with the manner of motion verbs, a counterargument might be advanced that not all internally caused change of state verbs have only the basic change of state template, that some have a second, external control, basic template. These would be the verbs that have a high probability of occurrence in transitive sentences. McKoon and Macfarland (2000c) provided evidence against this possibility. For subsets of the two classes of verbs, the probabilities that the verbs appeared in the corpus as transitives were about equal. For these verbs, there was still a large difference in response times favoring the internally caused change of state verbs.
We conclude that internally caused change of state verbs have only one basic event template, the simple change of state template. Given this one template, marked for internal causality, all the data can be explained: The restriction on subjects of transitive sentences in the corpus sentences, the shorter processing times for sentences with internally as opposed to externally caused change of state verbs, and the shorter lexical decision times for internally than externally caused change of state verbs.
As with the data for manner of motion verbs, the data for internally caused change of state verbs are difficult to explain by other accounts of verbs' lexical semantic representations. Any proposal by which verbs of both the internally caused and externally caused change of state classes are said to have two different lexical representations, one for transitive and one for intransitive uses of the verbs, would have difficulty predicting the consistently shorter processing times for the internal cause verbs. The restriction on the subjects of transitive sentences for the internal cause verbs (that they be inherent participants in the change of state) is also difficult to explain by other proposals, either because the representations of syntactically relevant information are not semantic or because internal versus external causality is not included as a factor in their representations. Finally, without the notion of internal causality, the prohibition of verbs of internal causality in reduced relatives cannot be explained.
The Meaning of the Reduced Relative Construction
At this point, we turn from evidence that supports the MTS analysis of the lexical semantic event templates of manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs to evidence that supports the analysis of the meaning of the reduced relative clause construction. We first provide a test of the critical pretheoretic assumption that different constructions have different meanings and then provide two tests of our analysis of the reduced relative's meaning.
Construction-Specific Meaning: Experiment 4
As was pointed out earlier, it is generally assumed in the psycholinguistic sentence-processing literature that reduced and nonreduced relative clauses have the same meaning and that they differ only in the difficulty with which this meaning can be interpreted from surface form. Nonreduced relatives are "better" because their surface form is easier to process. The meaning that is encoded into memory for the two constructions is assumed to be the same.
The MTS claim is different. The MTS claim is that reduced and nonreduced constructions have different meanings and so nonreduced relative clauses are not, in any universal sense, better than reduced relative clauses. A reduced relative clause will be better when its meaning better matches the intended meaning of its utterance and a nonreduced relative will be better when its meaning is the better match.
Experiment 4 tested this claim by asking subjects to rate corpus sentences with reduced and nonreduced relatives according to how well they were written. The sentences were presented to subjects either in their original form, as they appeared in the corpus, or in a new form such that reduced relatives were changed to nonreduced relatives and vice versa. The MTS prediction was that sentences would be given better ratings when their relative clauses were in the original form because the original form would better match the meaning of the utterance. This was expected to be true no matter whether the original form was reduced or nonreduced.
Method
Thirty sentences with reduced relative clauses and 30 sentences with nonreduced relative clauses were chosen randomly from the corpus (except that nonreduced relatives with modifiers on the verb such as might have were excluded because the modifiers could not easily be retained for the reduced version). There were two versions of each sentence, the original version and a new version with the relative clause changed from reduced to nonreduced or vice versa. To change a sentence from reduced to nonreduced, we added the appropriate pronoun (who or that) and we added the appropriate auxiliaries to the verb in the clause. Examples are given below. Twenty of the sentences that originally contained reduced relatives and 20 of the sentences that originally contained nonreduced relatives were mixed with 10 filler sentences and presented to 38 subjects for rating on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being very well written and 1 being very poorly written. Half the sentences were presented in their original version, half in Table 3 Results (in Milliseconds) From Experiments by Macfarland (2000b, 2000c) 
Results
Following the MTS prediction, sentences were rated as better written in their original versions. Sentences that originally contained nonreduced relatives were rated better in their original version than in their new version (mean ratings 4.7 vs. 4.2), F 1 (1, 85) ϭ 12.7, and F 2 (1, 29) ϭ 7.4.
The more interesting result is for sentences that originally contained reduced relatives. Given the usual assumption that reduced relatives are generally more difficult to process, a switch from reduced to nonreduced should have led to better ratings. It did not. Sentences that originally contained reduced relatives were rated 4.7 in their original version and 4.4 when switched to nonreduced relatives, a significant difference, F 1 (1, 85) ϭ 8.1, and F 2 (1, 29) ϭ 9.0.
For 10 of the sentences, the relative clause was in a position such that there was a clear ambiguity between the relative clause reading and a main clause reading. For example, in the Fergie sentence, The subject most frequently debated could have continued as a main clause. For these 10 sentences, the switch from reduced to nonreduced might have been expected to be especially beneficial, but it was not. Just as for all the sentences, the switch to a nonreduced relative led to worse ratings: For these 10 sentences, the mean ratings were 4.6 and 4.3 for the reduced and nonreduced versions, respectively.
Discussion
The data from Experiment 4 are important not only because they support the MTS pretheoretical assumption of different meanings for different constructions but also because they bring into question a methodology that is often used in experiments designed to investigate the processing of reduced relative clauses. What is typically done is to use nonreduced relatives to provide a control condition against which to measure the processing difficulties engendered by reduced relatives. The assumption underlying this comparison is that a reduced version of a relative clause is always at least as difficult to process as a nonreduced version of the same clause (see Frazier, 1995 , for further discussion of this point). The data from Experiment 4 suggest that this is not correct. Subjects rated relative clauses that were originally written as reduced relatives as better sentences than their nonreduced counterparts and this suggests that the reduced relatives were easier to process.
A question raised by these data is why a reduced relative clause is preferred for some sentences and a nonreduced clause for other sentences. Why is it better to say The subject most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street is the royal figure than to say The subject that is most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street is the royal figure? Given our definitions of the relative clause constructions, it must be because for some sentences, like the Fergie sentence, it is better to introduce an entity f(x) (The subject most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street) into the discourse and for other sentences it is better to separately introduce an entity x (The subject) and a fact about that entity, g(x) (most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street). For naturally occurring reduced relatives, we assume that the single entity f(x) is better than the two separate entities x and g(x) at fitting the meaning of the rest of the sentence plus whatever of our world knowledge is relevant to the sentence.
The Definition of a Discourse Entity: Corpus Study 2
One element of the MTS definition of the reduced relative clause construction is that the construction serves to identify or define an entity in the sense that it singles out from a larger set of possibilities just those entities for which it is the case that they have participated in the event denoted in the clause. For example, for Agencies affected by the measure . . . , the set of agencies being denoted is a subset of all agencies, specifically those that are affected by the measure.
Generally speaking, this element of the MTS view of reduced relatives is consistent with the standard grammarian's prescription that restrictive relative clauses define or limit (e.g., Strunk & White, 1979) . It is also consistent with Fox and Thompson's (1990) definition of the function of relative clauses, that is, that they characterize, define, or identify an entity. Fox and Thompson go on to describe the various discourse purposes relative clauses can serve, such as relating the entity denoted by the reduced relative to other information in the discourse, but such functions are outside the scope of what we consider here.
With reduced relatives picking out a subset of entities from a larger set of possible entities, MTS follows Altmann and Steedman's proposals (1988; Crain & Steedman, 1985; Ni, Crain, & Shankweiler, 1996) . They emphasize that the comprehension of individual sentences can only be understood in relation to a broader context of knowledge. The set of possible entities presupposed by a reduced relative might be found in the immediate discourse context or it might be found in general world knowledge or it might have to be implicitly constructed on line. In any case, the reader or hearer must accommodate the reference by introducing the specified entity into the discourse.
If it is correct that a reduced relative identifies or defines a particular subset of entities out of a larger set, then often these entities will be new to the discourse and so the head of a reduced relative should often be indefinite. For example, the reduced relatives agencies affected by the measure . . . , all Salvadorans arrested on Long Island . . . , and a policeman assigned to the embassy . . . all have indefinite heads. Of course, the heads of reduced relatives are not required to be indefinite. For example, the definite article the with the head of a reduced relative can be used to reference a well-known entity that has not yet been brought into the discourse (e.g., the worries and fears associated with growing old) or it can be used to distinguish one entity already in the discourse from another. Overall, however, compared with noun phrases in other syntactic positions, there should be a greater tendency for the heads of reduced relatives to be indefinite.
We tested this prediction by comparing noun phrases that occurred as the heads of reduced relatives with noun phrases that occurred as the subjects of main clauses. For completeness, we also included noun phrases that occurred as the heads of nonreduced relatives. We chose 24 verbs that each appeared in a nonreduced relative clause at least five times in the corpus. For these 24 verbs, we examined all sentences from the corpus with the verb in a reduced relative, in a main clause, and in a nonreduced relative, up to a limit of 15 sentences per verb in each case. The 24 verbs were accepted, accused, affected, assigned, associated, attacked, convicted, cured, evaluated, expected, hired, hypnotized, identified, interrogated, kicked, overlooked, punished, reviewed, terrorized, tortured, towed, transported, washed, and worshiped. These are all verbs that can denote events that fit the reduced relative requirement of external causality. These 24 verbs are a subset of the larger set of verbs examined in the research described in the latter half of this article. Table 4 shows the total numbers of sentences examined and the proportions of noun phrases of each kind. Indefinite noun phrases are divided into those for which the noun is "bare," meaning there is no article or descriptor of any kind (as in agencies affected by the measure . . .) and those for which there is an article or other definite descriptor. The data are consistent with the prediction. The entities that are the heads of reduced relative clauses are much more often indefinite than the entities that are the subjects of main clauses, a significant difference F 2 (4, 207) ϭ 5.9. The nonreduced relative clauses show the same pattern as reduced relatives in these data, but nonreduced relatives can be distinguished from reduced relatives by other patterns of data, as is discussed later.
The Packaging of a Discourse Entity: Sentence Memory, Experiments 5 and 6
When the reduced relative construction introduces an entity into a discourse, the entity is defined and denoted by the reduced relative construction as a whole. In the sentence Miss Comfort suddenly stretched to reveal fingers lengthened by spikes of artificial nails, the single entity fingers lengthened by spikes of artificial nails is introduced by the reduced relative. Of course, there are other entities mentioned in the clause (e.g., the artificial nails) and these might, for some discourse purposes, be treated as discourse entities in their own right. But the MTS hypothesis is that the main function of the reduced relative is to provide a package (f(x)) that references a single discourse entity. In contrast, a nonreduced relative introduces both an entity and information about the entity (x and g(x)). A nonreduced version of the Miss Comfort sentence would introduce both fingers and fingers were lengthened by artificial nails.
The prediction that follows from these hypotheses is that the elements of a reduced relative should be packaged more tightly together than the elements of a nonreduced relative. We tested this prediction with cued recall. Subjects studied lists of sentences and then were asked to recall the sentences in response to cues. The measure was the probability of recalling the contents of a relative clause given that the head was recalled. We expected that this probability would be greater for reduced relatives than for nonreduced relatives. In other words, for the Miss Comfort sentence, given recall of the head fingers, subjects should be more likely to recall lengthened by spikes of artificial nails if the information had been presented in a reduced relative clause than in a nonreduced relative clause.
Method
Materials. For Experiment 5, there were two sets of sentences. In the first set were 20 sentences chosen from the WSJ part of the corpus, and in the second set were 40 sentences chosen from the NYT part of the corpus. In each set, half the sentences contained a reduced relative clause and half a nonreduced relative clause. For each sentence, a question was written to which the answer was the relative clause information. The question contained most of the words of the sentence except the relative clause and its head, as shown by the examples below. For the two sets of sentences, reduced and nonreduced, the mean numbers of words in the sentences were, respectively, 13.6 and 17.7 (WSJ), 18 and 19 (NYT); the mean numbers of words in the heads of the relative clauses were, respectively, 2.2 and 2.4 (WSJ), 2.7 and 2.6 (NYT); the mean numbers of words in the clauses were, respectively, 4.5 and 3.6 (WSJ), 5.0 and 4.9 (NYT) (not counting the relative pronoun and the auxiliary verb in the nonreduced relatives); the mean frequencies (Francis & Kučera, 1982) of the content words of the heads of the relative clauses were, respectively, 129 and 192 (WSJ), 122 and 96 (NYT); and the mean frequencies of the content words in the clauses were respectively, 107 and 210 (WSJ), 53 and 66 (NYT). In Experiment 5, each sentence was used in the experiment just the way it had appeared in the corpus, as either a reduced relative or a nonreduced relative. For Experiment 6, each sentence as it appeared in the corpus contained a reduced relative clause and each was studied in the experiment either in its original reduced relative version or a new nonreduced version (counterbalanced across subjects). There were 36 sentences randomly chosen from the corpus.
Procedure and subjects. For both experiments, the sentences were presented on a PC screen in blocks of four, each block containing two fillers and two experimental sentences. Each block began with an instruction to press the space bar on the PC keyboard to initiate the block. The four sentences were presented one at a time in random order, each for an amount of time determined by summing 200 ms times the number of words in the sentence plus 20 ms times the total number of letters in the words. There was a 1,500-ms blank interval following each sentence. After the fourth sentence, the word questions was displayed for 1,000 ms, and then the questions were displayed one at a time. Subjects were instructed to answer each question in writing in their own words on an answer sheet that was provided. They pressed the space bar on the keyboard to advance from each question to the next. For Experiment 5, 36 subjects were tested with the first set of sentences and 28 with the second set of sentences, and for Experiment 6, 12 subjects were tested with 16 of the sentences and 32 with the other 20 sentences.
Results
For each experimental sentence, the probability of recall of any content word of the relative clause, conditionalized on recall of any content word of the head, was calculated. The MTS prediction was that this probability would be greater for reduced than nonreduced relative clauses because the information in the clause is hypothesized to be more tightly bound to the head for reduced relatives. This prediction was confirmed by the data. For Experiment 5, the probabilities were .64 and .38 for reduced and nonreduced clauses, respectively, for the first set of sentences (WSJ) and .64 and .48, respectively, for the second set of sentences (NYT). These differences were significant by analyses of variance with sentences as the random variable, F 2 (1, 16) ϭ 4.4, and F 2 (1, 38) ϭ 5.6. For Experiment 6 (from which four sentences were deleted because no subject recalled any words from them), the probabilities were .45 and .35, respectively, F 2 (1, 31) ϭ 4.0. Analyses of variance with subjects as the random variable were not conducted for Experiments 5 and 6 because many subjects recalled nothing from the heads of many of the experimental sentences. (Subjects hated these experiments.)
The probabilities of recalling any content word of the heads of the reduced relatives were also calculated in order to check that the heads themselves did not differ significantly in difficulty between the reduced and nonreduced clauses. The probabilities for reduced and nonreduced, respectively, were as follows: Experiment 5 (WSJ), .52 and .38; Experiment 5 (NYT), .61 and .67; Experiment 6, .31 and .30 (all F 2 s Ͻ 1.7).
Discussion
We have interpreted the results of Experiments 5 and 6 as supporting the MTS hypothesis that the information in the head of a relative clause and the clause's contents are more tightly bound together if the clause is reduced than if it is nonreduced. An alternative hypothesis might be suggested, namely that reduced relatives are restrictive clauses and nonreduced relatives are nonrestrictive. According to Strunk and White (1979) , restrictive clauses "limit or define" (p. 4) the entities that are their heads, whereas nonrestrictive clauses simply add information. For the experimental sentences in Experiments 4, 5, and 6, all of the relative clauses were written to limit or define the entities that are their heads and so both the reduced and nonreduced relatives were restrictive. However, the question remains as to whether the reduced and nonreduced relative clauses from our corpus studies are restrictive. This question is taken up in the next section.
Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Relative Clauses: Corpus Study 3
At the outset, we restricted the MTS hypotheses about reduced and nonreduced relative clauses to restrictive clauses. Thus, it is necessary to ensure that the corpus data collected to support MTS are, at least in large proportion, restrictive clauses. Strict rules of grammar (e.g., Strunk & White, 1979; Wilson, 1993) limit nonrestrictive clauses to those for which the relative pronoun is which and those for which the clause is set off by punctuation, usually commas. No such clauses were included in any of the tabulations of data from the corpus that are reported here. The only clauses counted as nonreduced relatives were those with the pronouns who and that, and no clauses were counted as reduced or nonreduced if they were set off by punctuation.
However, users of English may not follow the strict rules; some relative clauses may be nonrestrictive even though they are not set off by punctuation and do not use which. To check whether this is the case, we examined a large number of relative clauses from the corpus. The clauses came from corpus studies described later in this article in which 200 randomly chosen sentences were examined for each of 85 verbs. The verbs are all those used in relative clauses in Experiments 8 -11 in this article and in studies by MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (1994) , McRae, SpiveyKnowlton, and Tanenhaus (1998), and Trueswell, Tanenhaus, and Garney (1994) . For the total of about 17,000 sentences examined, the verbs were used in reduced relative clauses in 6% of the sentences and in nonreduced relative clauses in 2% of the sentences, as is discussed in more detail later. The total number of relative clauses was 1,236.
Each of these 1,236 clauses was categorized as restrictive or nonrestrictive. A clause was counted as restrictive only if it limits or defines the entity appearing as head of the clause. For the great majority of the clauses, the head is some generic category of entities and the relative clause is restrictive in that it defines or identifies a subset of those entities, as in the two sentences below where chips and styles are two generic categories and the clauses define subsets of them: The clauses that were counted as nonrestrictive did not limit or define the entity in head position in any obvious way. Some examples are given below. The entities in the head positionoutraged peasants; the response by the Reagan Administration; the damp, badly heated apartments; and the Wallis pictures-are all at least reasonably well-defined without the information in their respective relative clauses. Sometimes, the judgment about whether a relative clause is restrictive or nonrestrictive is difficult; we categorized clauses about which we were unsure as nonrestrictive. Even with the inclusion of "unsure" cases, there were few nonrestrictive clauses, only 45 out of the total of 1,236 examined. Only 3% of the reduced relative clauses and 5% of the nonreduced relative clauses were nonrestrictive-a difference that was not significant, F 2 (1, 84) Ͻ 1.0. With so few nonrestrictive clauses (and with many of these "unsure" cases that might possibly be restrictive) and with the clauses categorized as nonrestrictive about evenly distributed between reduced and nonreduced, we can be reasonably sure that the empirical differences we find in corpus studies between reduced and nonreduced relative clauses are not due to a confound with whether the clauses are restrictive versus nonrestrictive.
Summary
At this point, we have provided strong support for the MTS definition of the reduced relative clause. First, subjects' ratings show that contrary to the usual belief in the sentence processing literature, reduced relatives can be preferred over nonreduced relatives. According to the MTS view, this is because reduced and nonreduced relative clauses have different meanings, and one meaning may be preferred in one context, the other meaning in another context. Second, according to both the MTS view and Altmann and Steedmann's (1988) view, reduced relative clauses often serve to enter new entities into a discourse and so should be likely to be indefinite. Corpus sentences provide evidence that this is the case. Third, the MTS view is that reduced relatives package information more tightly than nonreduced relatives do. As a consequence, given recall of the head of the clause, subjects should be more likely to recall the contents of the clause for a reduced relative than a nonreduced relative. Experiments 5 and 6 confirm this.
Not only do these findings support the MTS view, they make the more general point that reduced and nonreduced relative clauses cannot be treated as interchangeable in all ways except surface form. If they actually were interchangeable, then subjects would not be expected to disprefer sentences switched from reduced relatives to nonreduced relatives-the switch to a nonreduced relative should only make processing easier, which is not a reason to disprefer it. Furthermore, if they actually were interchangeable, then subjects would be just as likely to recall the contents of a nonreduced relative clause as the contents of a reduced relative clause. In sum, it appears that reduced and nonreduced relative clauses do have different meanings, consistent with MTS and with the claims made by linguists about the meanings of syntactic constructions (e.g., Goldberg, 1995) .
REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSES ARE BLOCKED FOR INTERNAL CAUSE VERBS
Previously, we summarized the MTS thesis for reduced relative clauses by saying that The horse raced past the barn fell is unacceptable because the lexical, event template meaning of the verb race denotes causality for the racing event as being internal to the horse, and such internal causality is incompatible with the construction meaning of the reduced relative clause. So far, we have presented corpus and psycholinguistic data to support our hypotheses about the event template meanings of verbs like race and about the meaning of the reduced relative construction. It remains to demonstrate the consequences of the interaction of the verb template meanings with the construction meaning, that is, to provide evidence that The horse raced past the barn fell is indeed unacceptable.
Given the claims that internal causality is incompatible with the meaning of the reduced relative and that verbs like race denote internal causality, then MTS makes a strong prediction: Reduced relatives of the type The horse raced past the barn should never occur in naturally produced sentences. Of course, given errors by speakers and writers, the probability of such sentences may not be exactly zero, but it should be close to zero. The corpus data presented in the next section confirm this prediction.
Reduced Relatives and Corpus Data: Corpus Studies 4 and 5
For Corpus Study 4, we examined 39,159 sentences that contain manner of motion verbs. These were all the tokens in the corpus for the -ed ending form (or the irregular form for verbs like creep) of 69 manner of motion verbs listed by Levin (1993) . We examined tokens for all the manner of motion verbs listed by Levin except those for which the majority of uses were for a meaning of the verb different than the manner of motion meaning (e.g., bolt, skip). The 69 verbs are as follows : amble, canter, carom, cavort, clamber, climb, coast, crawl, creep, dart, drift, float, frolic, gallop, glide, hike, hop, hurry, hustle, jump, leap, limp, lope, lurch, march, parade, plod, prance, prowl, race, ramble, roam, romp, saunter, scamper, scoot, scram, scurry, shamble, sidle, skulk, slide, slink, slither, sneak, speed, stagger, stray, stroll, strut, stumble, swagger, swim, tiptoe, toddle, totter, traipse, tramp, trundle, trek, troop, trot, trudge, vault, waddle, wade, walk, wander, and zoom. Among the 39,159 sentences, there are only 6 sentences in which a manner of motion verb is used in a reduced relative clause with the entity that engages in the motion event appearing as the head of the clause. The verbs in 4 of these reduced relatives are paraded and hurried. For these 4 sentences, the head of the reduced relative is an inanimate entity that cannot ever engage in the verbal activity under its own internal control. The reduced relatives for these sentences are as follows:
The ready-to-wear collections paraded at the Italian fashion center . . . The fact that collections, silhouettes, and posters cannot ever have internal control over their own parading, nor editions control their own hurrying, strongly suggests that these tokens reflect different meanings for the verbs than the internally caused manner of motion meanings.
The only two reduced relatives in which manner of motion verbs are clearly used in internal control, manner of motion meanings are as follows:
Malham is a village with stone cottages and farmsteads of the 17th and 18th centuries, periods when it was a major assembly point for cattle walked down the Pennine range from Scotland.
As he typed he blundered like a young foal strayed from his mother . . . Counting all 6 tokens, the reduced relatives are .00015 of the total of 39,159 sentences. This probability is near zero, as MTS predicts. The result means that The horse raced past the barn fell can appear as a naturally occurring sentence only with near-zero probability. This is because, according to MTS, the template for the verb race denotes an internally caused event, that is, an event under the control of the entity engaging in the event. The reduced relative construction requires that control of the event be external to the entity positioned as head of the reduced relative.
A possible alternative account of these data is that there is a prohibition, not on reduced relative uses of the verbs, but more generally on all passive uses of the verbs. In an object reduced relative, the head of the clause is the underlying object of a passive verb; for example, in The horse raced past the barn fell, the head the horse is the underlying object of the passive verb was raced. However, a prohibition on all passives can be ruled out because passive uses of manner of motion verbs are substantially more frequent in other constructions than they are in reduced relatives. We checked the corpus for passive tokens for the 69 manner of motion verbs used for Corpus Study 1. The probability of passives that were not reduced relatives was .04. Thus passives occur in other constructions much more frequently than they do in reduced relatives, indicating that the near-zero probability of occurrence for reduced relatives is not due to a general restriction on passives.
Manner of motion verbs have as their event structure x(ACT), marked for the activity being under the internal control of the entity engaging in it. The other class of verbs examined in this article for which reduced relatives are predicted to be blocked are internally caused change of state verbs (x(BECOME IN STATE)). For Corpus Study 5, we examined 4,775 sentences for 17 internally caused change of state verbs (listed by Levin, 1993) As with manner of motion verbs, the probability of reduced relative uses of the verbs is much lower than is the probability of passive uses of the verbs in other constructions. For the 17 internally caused change of state verbs, the probability of passive uses other than the reduced relative is .07 (.04 without erode).
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Averaging over the manner of motion verbs and the internally caused change of state verbs, the probability of a reduced relative in which the clausal event is internally controlled by the entity that is the head of the reduced relative is .0006 (.0003 if erode is excluded and only the two manner of motion tokens with animate heads are included). This probability is 100 times less than the probability of a reduced relative in which the clausal event is controlled by some entity external to the head. This latter probability is about .06 (as we show later in the article).
The near-zero probabilities of reduced relatives for the manner of motion and internal cause verbs and the large difference in reduced relative probabilities between externally caused change of state verbs and internally caused change of state and manner of motion verbs both conform to MTS predictions and so give strong support to the MTS view.
Experiment 7
From the MTS point of view, reduced relatives with manner of motion verbs or internally caused change of state verbs that denote internal causality for the clause head should be judged unacceptable. However, researchers with a different point of view might find such reduced relatives quite acceptable. A reduced relative like cattle walked from Scotland might even seem as acceptable as a reduced relative with a verb that provides external causality.
We addressed this issue experimentally by asking subjects to judge the acceptability of sentences with reduced relatives like those we found in the corpus with manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs. Twenty-two sentences were written, some based directly on the reduced relative sentences we found in the corpus, such as Cattle walked down the Pennine range from Scotland were assembled at Malham Village. Others were based on manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs that are used transitively (e.g., The boys marched toward the reporters were frightened and refused to answer any questions). The issue was whether these sentences would be judged as acceptable as sentences with reduced relatives with external cause verbs.
Method
The 22 sentences with manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs in reduced relative clauses were matched to sentences with external cause verbs in reduced relative clauses. Just as for the sentences with manner of motion and internally caused change of state verbs, the sentences with externally caused change of state verbs were based on corpus sentences. Examples of the sentences are shown below. For both sets of sentences, the reduced relative clause was always in the subject position for the main verb of the sentence, as in Cattle walked down the Pennine range from Scotland were assembled at Malham Village. The mean numbers of words in the reduced relative clauses of the two sets of sentences were equated. The two sets of sentences were also matched in that when their reduced relative clauses were taken out of their sentences and presented as simple, short sentences (e.g., Cattle walked down the Pennine range from Scotland), they did not differ significantly in acceptability, as rated by an independent group of subjects (the mean ratings for the sentences with reduced relatives with external vs. internal causal verbs were 4.1 and 4.1 on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being unacceptable). Also, the two sets of sentences with the reduced relative clauses deleted (e.g., Cattle were assembled at Malham Village) did not differ significantly in acceptability (again, as rated by an independent group of subjects; mean ratings were 4.3 and 4.2).
REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH INTERNAL CAUSE VERBS
The horse raced yesterday at Del Mar will be sent to stud at the end of the year.
The vice-presidential possibilities trooped to Minnesota talked to Mondale, who was taking weeks to make a decision.

The taxi drivers trundled off to English classes had come under severe criticism from the tourist bureau.
Spindly saplings germinated from seeds are selected for their productive capacity.
Manor homes decayed into ruin must be demolished for safety reasons.
The shrieking children zoomed to the sky on the roller coaster had made the mistake of filling themselves with candy.
REDUCED RELATIVE CLAUSES WITH EXTERNAL CAUSE VERBS
A voice cracked with age told listeners of a long-ago time and a young and pretty wife dead for many years.
Adults awakened from deep sleep will often report being in the middle of a dream.
Glassy debris shattered into fragments was found under an eight-inch layer of ashes.
A ferry capsized in the Burhi Ganga River held 200 drowned passengers, the Times reported today.
A submarine submerged thirty miles off the coast successfully testfired a Poseidon missile today in the Atlantic.
The reserves drained from the banking system led the Treasury to compensate by selling bonds.
Each subject was asked to judge the acceptability of only 5 of the reduced relative sentences, either 2 or 3 with internal cause verbs and either 2 or 3 with external cause verbs. The 5 sentences were mixed with 48 filler sentences, none of which contained relative clauses. The subjects were asked to rate each sentence according to how easy it was to read on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being most difficult. Each of the reduced relative sentences was rated by 4 of the total of 41 subjects.
Results
Despite our efforts to make the reduced relatives with internal cause verbs as acceptable as possible by basing them on naturally occurring tokens, they were still judged less acceptable than the sentences with reduced relatives with external cause verbs. The mean ratings were 2.68 and 3.40 for the sentences with internal and external cause verbs, respectively, with the difference between them significant, F 2 (1, 42) ϭ 10.6.
Nonreduced Relatives: Corpus Study 6
Previously, we suggested that one way reduced and nonreduced relative clauses differ is that reduced relatives package the elements of the clause more tightly than nonreduced relatives do. Experiments 5 and 6 supported this idea because, given recall of the head, the contents of a relative clause were more likely to be recalled if the clause was reduced than if it was nonreduced.
The idea that nonreduced relative clauses do not package their elements tightly suggests that the external causality restriction that applies to reduced relatives might not apply to nonreduced relatives, or at least that it might be weakened. To investigate this possibility, we examined the probabilities of reduced versus nonreduced relative clauses for sentences from the corpus.
In general, nonreduced relative clauses are rarer than reduced relative clauses. For the 85 externally caused change of state verbs that are examined in depth later in this article (a total of about 17,000 sentences), the probability of a nonreduced relative is .02 and the probability of a reduced relative is .06, a significant difference, F 2 (1, 84) ϭ 37.8. If reduced relatives are blocked for internal cause verbs because of the reduced relative's external causality restriction and if the restriction is loosened for nonreduced relative clauses, then the usual trend of nonreduced relatives occurring more rarely than reduced relatives should be lessened or even reversed for internal cause verbs. Corpus data show that this is the case.
We collected all the sentences in the corpus with nonreduced relatives for the same 69 manner of motion verbs and 17 internally caused change of state verbs that were examined for reduced relatives. For the manner of motion verbs, there were a total of 23 nonreduced relatives out of the 39,159 sentences, an occurrence probability of .0006. This is larger than the probability of a reduced relative (which is .00015), and significantly different, F 2 (1, 68) ϭ 5.9. For the internally caused change of state verbs, there were a total of 15 nonreduced relatives out of the 4,775 sentences, an occurrence probability of .003, not significantly different from the occurrence probability of reduced relatives (.004), F 2 (1, 16) ϭ 2.0.
In sum, for both the manner of motion and the internally caused change of state verbs, the pattern is different from that for the 85 externally caused change of state verbs. The trend observed for the external cause verbs toward fewer nonreduced than reduced relatives is eliminated for the internally caused change of state verbs and reversed for the manner of motion verbs.
The difference between the manner of motion verbs and the external cause verbs is particularly striking. For the manner of motion verbs, the probability of a reduced relative, .00015, is four times smaller than the probability of a nonreduced relative, .0006. For the external cause verbs, the probability of a reduced relative, .06, is three times larger than the probability of a nonreduced relative, .02. The MTS claim is that the restriction against manner of motion verbs for the reduced relative is loosened for nonreduced relatives and this is exactly what the data show. However, it should also be noted that nonreduced relatives for the manner of motion verbs are much rarer than nonreduced relatives for the external cause verbs-apparently the restriction against manner of motion verbs is merely loosened for nonreduced relatives, not entirely removed. There are two possible ways to think about this loosening. One is that the restriction should apply equally to reduced and nonreduced relatives, but speakers and writers sometimes err in producing nonreduced relatives because of their discourse function: A part of the function is to separate the entity in head position from the information in the clause; that is, in the terms introduced earlier, x is separated from g(x). The separation might lead speakers and writers to err by failing to abide by the prohibition against x being an internal cause of the event denoted by g(x). The second way to think about the prohibition being loosened for nonreduced relatives is that it is caused by some characteristic of the discourse function of nonreduced relatives that we have not yet discovered. As said earlier, a full investigation of nonreduced relatives has not yet been carried out, and so a full explication of their infrequency with manner of motion verbs must be left to future research. Nevertheless, the interaction between the reduced-nonreduced probabilities and type of verb supports the MTS view.
For the internally caused change of state verbs, there is no significant difference between the probabilities of reduced and nonreduced relatives. The three-times-larger difference in probability for a reduced versus nonreduced relative that appears for the external cause verbs is eliminated. This is not so striking an interaction as for the manner of motion verbs, but again it conforms to the MTS prediction of a loosening of the internal causality restriction for nonreduced relatives. Some nonreduced relatives with internally caused change of state verbs seem acceptable, as in these sentences with fermented and wilted: However, despite the apparent acceptability of these tokens, the probability of nonreduced relatives is much smaller for the internal cause verbs than the external cause verbs, .003 versus .02, and further research into nonreduced relatives is needed to explain this.
Overall, the data provide strong support for MTS. They show an interaction between the type of verb in a relative clause and the probability that the clause will be reduced versus nonreduced, an interaction predicted by MTS. For verbs with templates that provide the appropriate external causality for the reduced relative construction, reduced relatives are more frequent than nonreduced relatives. For verbs that do not provide the appropriate causality, reduced relatives are less frequent or equally as frequent as nonreduced relatives. This is an interaction not predicted by other current views of sentence processing.
SUMMARY
The data from the corpus studies of reduced and nonreduced relative clauses reflect the convergence of the MTS hypotheses about verb meanings and the MTS hypothesis about construction meaning. Manner of motion verbs and internally caused change of state verbs are found only extremely rarely in reduced relative clauses like The horse raced past the barn fell because their template meanings include internal control by the entity engaging in the clausal activity, something that the meaning of the reduced relative prohibits. Thus, the hypotheses about verb meanings and construction meaning jointly explain the corpus data for reduced relatives. They do the same for nonreduced relatives. A nonreduced relative is hypothesized to connect the elements of the clause less tightly than a reduced relative, and so the restriction against internal control is weakened. As a result, the probability of a nonreduced relative does not decrease relative to the probability of a reduced relative, as it does with the externally caused change of state verbs that are allowed by the reduced relative construction; instead it increases or is about the same. Thus, for both reduced and nonreduced relative clauses, the data conform to MTS predictions. To our knowledge, no other current theory can make predictions consistent with these patterns of data.
HOW DOES MTS RELATE TO OTHER VIEWS OF SENTENCE PROCESSING?
Currently, most researchers who study sentence processing study "the part of comprehension in which a syntactic representation is recovered from the input" (MacDonald, 1997, p. 122) . Recovering the syntactic representation of a sentence is assumed to be a crucial step performed by the language processing system on the way to understanding meaning (but see Bever, Sanz, & Townsend, 1998) . This assumption often leads researchers to focus on syntactic processes to the exclusion of semantic processes and to design experiments without consideration of the meanings of the words, constructions, and sentences used in the experiments. In contrast, the goals of the MTS view are to bring meaning to the forefront in sentence processing research and to discover whether there are semantic explanations for phenomena most often considered syntactic.
One class of current theories rests on the assumption that syntactic processing takes place in an encapsulated module separate from other cognitive systems (Frazier, 1987; Frazier & Clifton, 1996; Frazier & Rayner, 1982; Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983) . This hypothesis guided early sentence processing research in general and the study of reduced relative clauses in particular. Frazier (1987) proposed that the syntactic processing system is designed to minimize cognitive effort, preferring those syntactic structures that place the least burden on resources. For sentences that are structurally ambiguous between reduced relative clause and main clause readings, the main clause choice has the simplest structure and so is always the first choice. If it is the wrong choice, then processing must backtrack and the input must be reanalyzed.
The goal of MTS is to foster the development of explanations of sentence processing phenomena that emphasize meaning rather than syntax. Nevertheless, a syntactic theory of the class just described could be consistent with the MTS view and the data presented in this article. It could be that there is a syntax module that parses sentences into syntactic structures that are then forwarded to processes that make use of the semantic information postulated by MTS. Under this scenario, the structural ambiguity between a reduced relative and a main clause would be resolved for all reduced relatives by the syntactic system, leaving other processes to pursue the elements of meaning defined by MTS. The reduced relative clause structure might be a bit more difficult for the syntactic system than a main clause structure, but the difference in difficulty might be so small as to be unobservable empirically (see Frazier, 1995 , who makes the same point). The extreme difficulty of comprehending reduced relatives of the type The horse raced past the barn would be attributed not to the syntactic module but instead to the processes that make use of semantic information of the type delineated by MTS. A scenario like this, with a separate fast modular syntax underlying semantic processing, would not detract from MTS as a potential theory of how meaning is understood or as a source of empirical hypotheses.
The theory most like the MTS view is Stevenson's (Stevenson & Merlo, 1997) competitive attachment parser. In this system, syntactically relevant lexical information for verbs is represented in structural syntactic configurations. Like MTS event templates, the configurations are decompositions, but instead of laying out semantic event structures, they lay out syntactic structures. Verbs differ in the number and kind of their syntactic configurations. Verbs of the class that we call "externally caused change of state" have two lexical configurations, one for intransitives like the vase broke and one for transitives like John broke the vase. Both structures place the vase in a theme syntactic position and the transitive structure places John in an agent syntactic position. Manner of motion verbs have only a single lexical configuration, with the horse in the horse raced in an agent syntactic position. When manner of motion verbs are used in apparently causal transitive sentences like John raced the horse, the causal sentence is formed by extension from race's single lexical configuration and the horse still fills an agent syntactic position. In the competitive attachment parser, the reason reduced relatives like The horse raced past the barn fell are so difficult is that the reduced relative requires the verb in the clause to provide a theme syntactic position for the entity that is the head of the clause. The lexical structure of manner of motion verbs cannot provide this for entities like the horse because the horse holds an agent position. Thus, the parser fails to successfully parse reduced relatives like The horse raced past the barn.
The competitive attachment parser shares several key features with the MTS view. Syntactically relevant information about verbs is represented lexically in decomposition structures. The lexical structures are different for verbs of different classes, reflecting and determining the syntactic environments in which they appear. For reduced relative clauses, the structure required by the clause clashes with the structure provided by manner of motion verbs, thus rendering reduced relatives like The horse raced past the barn unparsable.
However, there are also key differences between the two systems. One is that MTS postulates that there is only a single basic event template for a verb (unless the verb is truly ambiguous). It is this assumption that explains why verbs with simpler templates are processed more quickly than verbs with more complex templates in both transitive and intransitive sentences and in lexical decision. With multiple representations, one for each of a verb's possible syntactic constructions, the competitive attachment parser cannot easily account for the speed-of-processing data.
A second difference is that the reduced relative difficulty for manner of motion verbs is caused by their lexical syntactic structure in the competitive attachment parser. In MTS, it is caused by their event template plus the template's semantic, internal causality feature. In MTS, internally caused change of state verbs share the internal causality feature with manner of motion verbs and so both are predicted to be difficult in reduced relative clauses. But in the competitive attachment parser, internally caused change of state verbs do not have the syntactic structure that gives the reduced relative difficulty. Thus, the competitive attachment parser could not predict the low probability of occurrence of reduced relatives for the internally caused change of state verbs. 7 An important class of sentence-processing theories are the constraint-based theories (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994; McRae et al., 1998; Tabor, Juliano, & Tanenhaus, 1997; Trueswell et al., 1994) . The variables that predict sentence processing difficulty for many of these theories are different from those postulated by MTS, and they are different in empirically testable ways, as we show below. Constraint-based theories are connectionist theories in which multiple kinds of information ("constraints") all interact simultaneously during sentence processing. All the kinds of information are stored together in the lexicon. With each word is stored its own syntactic, semantic, discourse, and general knowledge information. For an input string of words, the various sources of information for all the words interact to produce the most likely syntactic representation of the input. The syntactic possibilities are ranked by their probabilities of occurrence in the language, and some of the sources of information that contribute to deciding which possibility is the most likely are more strongly weighted than others.
Many of the constraint-based models of sentence processing that have appeared in the literature are in conflict with MTS in three ways. First, in these models, processing is heavily influenced by information encoded in the linguistic processing system about the frequencies of occurrence of linguistic structures. In MTS, frequency information (beyond the frequencies of individual words) plays no part in the processing that forms meaningful representations from input sentences. Second, in many constraint-based theories, syntactic information is encoded in the lexicon separately and independently from semantic information, for example, in subcategorization frames for syntactic information and thematic role lists for syntactically relevant semantic information. In MTS, there are no separate representations of the syntactic structures for words. Instead, there are only semantic event templates to encode syntactically relevant information (with general linking rules to project event template information to sentence structures). In addition, MTS has only a single lexical event template for a verb (unless it is truly ambiguous). In many constraint-based models, for each verb, there are multiple subcategorization frames and thematic role lists to represent all the possible sentence environments in which the verb could occur. Third, constraint-based models do not include construction meanings as a source of parsing information.
Because MTS is a new and therefore relatively untested view and because the constraint-based theories with which it is in conflict are older, more established, and more numerous, we conducted a series of studies to attempt to distinguish between them. In corpus studies, we calculated the frequencies of occurrence of structures that have been claimed by constraint-based models to be important determinants of sentence processing difficulty in the reduced relative domain. Then we examined whether these frequencies are significant predictor variables for the reading times observed in experiments. To anticipate, we found that they are not. In the next sections, we first outline a generic constraintbased model and then proceed to describe the corpus studies and the experiments.
CONSTRAINT-BASED MODELS
Many constraint-based theories of sentence processing make roughly the same assumptions about the representation and processing of linguistic information (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994; McRae et al., 1998; Trueswell et al., 1994) . They assume that there are constraints based on lexical, syntactic, argument role, general knowledge, and discourse information. For the most part, for reduced relative clauses, the theories have concentrated on constraints relevant to verbs because the structural ambiguity between a main clause and a reduced relative clause arises from the fact that the past tense form of the verb in a main clause is, for most verbs, the same word as the participle form of the verb in a reduced relative clause. For example, the string The speaker proposed is ambiguous between a main clause and a reduced relative because the past and participle forms of the verb are both the word proposed. Table 5 shows five verb-relevant constraints plus one clause constraint, constraints said by constraint-based models to contribute to a decision about whether an input string of words is the beginning of a main clause or a reduced relative clause. The table shows examples of the constraints with the verb cooked. For each of the verb constraints, it is assumed that the processing system knows the probability of the verb being used in the possible structures. For example, the first constraint in the table is argument roles, which is the form in which lexical semantic information relevant to verb structures is often represented. The processing system is assumed to know the probabilities of cooked appearing with both an agent and a patient, an agent alone, and a patient alone. All three could be used in a main clause, but only the agent-patient and patient structures are possible in a reduced relative. (Constraint-based models use argument roles on an informal "as needed" basis; they do not define an exact list of all the possible roles for the verbs of a language nor do they give explicit definitions of each of the individual roles.)
The other three kinds of lexical information the system is assumed to know about a verb are the probabilities of it being used in transitive form, in active form, and in its past versus participle forms. The system is assumed to know the probabilities of each of these different forms occurring in the language. In a main clause like John cooked the dinner, the verb cooked is transitive, active, and past. In a reduced relative like the dinner cooked by John, the verb cooked is transitive, passive, and a participle.
General knowledge, real world information usually enters constraint-based models as information about the typicalities of combinations of words. There are many combinations of words that could be considered in constraint-based theories to be relevant to the main-clause/reduced-relative ambiguity, but never have been mentioned. One is the combination of a noun and its modifiers. The corpus study described earlier showed a difference between main clause subjects and reduced relative heads in whether they are definite. Another possibility is the combination of a verb with a by phrase that introduces an agent. Some passive verbs frequently appear with such by phrases (e.g. captured) and some almost never do (e.g. armed).
The combinations of words that have been singled out for attention by constraint-based theories are the combinations of verbs and the nouns that fill the verbs' agent and patient argument roles. This constraint is often labeled the "thematic fit" between a verb and a noun in a particular argument role, or the "typicality" of the noun in the argument role (the constraint is labeled "typicality" in Table 5 ). This constraint has been treated in two ways. Sometimes it has been treated as a general constraint across verbs (e.g., Trueswell et al., 1994 ): An agent is prototypically an animate entity and so, for all verbs, a noun better fills an agent role if it denotes an animate entity, and a patient is prototypically inanimate and so an inanimate entity better fills the patient role. The other way the constraint has been treated is as a constraint that is specific for each verb-noun pair. For each noun in the lexicon paired with each verb in the lexicon, the system is assumed to know the frequency with which the noun occurs as an agent of the verb and the frequency with which the noun occurs as a patient of the verb.
Of all the kinds of information relevant to the main-clause/ reduced-relative ambiguity that a constraint based system is as-sumed to know, the only one not tied to the verb of the clause is the last constraint shown in Table 5 , the frequencies with which syntactic clause structures appear in the language. Generally, only the frequencies of main clauses and reduced relative clauses are considered.
The constraint-based models that have been tested empirically are connectionist models that are designed to choose which of several candidate syntactic structures is correct for a sentence (e.g., McRae et al., 1998; MacDonald et al., 1994 , suggest how syntactic structures might actually be built, but Frazier, 1995 , points out the difficulties of such an enterprise). To model results from experiments that investigate the reduced relative-main clause ambiguity, a constraint-based system is designed to decide whether an input string of words is a reduced relative clause or the subject and main verb of a sentence. Given the words in the input string and the probabilities of occurrence of each word in its various possible structures and forms (past, active, intransitive, main clause, etc.), activation reverberates among the constraints, according to their frequencies of occurrence in the language and the weights on the connections among them, to yield a decision about which is the most likely structure. For example, for the input string the dinner cooked, if cooked is more frequently transitive than intransitive, active than passive, past than participle, and main clause than reduced relative, then the main clause structure will be most highly activated and therefore chosen as the most likely syntactic structure for the string. However, if the input string continues the dinner cooked by John, and if the word by followed by an animate entity signals an agent with high probability, then activation at this point in the input string will begin to disfavor the main clause structure, and given the appropriate relative probabilities and weights for the various structures and forms, perhaps begin to favor the reduced relative structure.
Tests of Constraint-Based Models: Corpus Study 7
The central proposal embodied in the constraint-based models under discussion here is that the difficulty with which a sentence is parsed is determined by statistical information stored in the language processing system. The stored information includes the likelihoods of occurrence of all the various structures listed in Table 5 . In the MTS view, the main determinants of processing difficulty are semantic, not statistical. To test these views against each other, we carried out several investigations of corpus sentences.
To investigate how the statistics of actual language usage fit with constraint-based models, we examined sentences from the 180-million-word corpus. We reasoned that the probabilities of occurrence assumed to be known by a constraint-based processing system must be derived from sentences that are input to the system, sentences like those in the corpus. Of course, the corpus is not a perfect sample of all the sentences that would be input to the human language processing system, but it is a reasonable approximation.
For each of 85 verbs, we examined 200 randomly chosen tokens of the verb in its -ed ending form. Of the 85 verbs, 73 came from studies of reduced relative clauses by MacDonald (1994) , McRae et al. (1998), and Trueswell et al. (1994) , and the other 12 were used in Experiments 8 and 9 reported below. All 85 verbs were verbs with templates that provide the appropriate external causality and so, according to MTS, the verbs can appear in reduced relative clauses. Table 6 shows the mean probabilities of occurrence of the verbs in each of the structures from Table 5 . For example, the 85 verbs occurred mainly in transitive constructions (probability .94). The verbs were as follows : accepted, accused, acquired, admired, affected, approved, armed, arrested, assigned, associated, attacked, banned, captured, carried, certified, chased, concealed, considered, convicted, cured, devoured, dismissed, entertained, evaluated, examined, expected, frightened, graded, guarded, harmed, haunted, hired, hit, honored, housed, hurt, hypnotized, identified, instructed, interrogated, interviewed, investigated, invited, kicked, lectured, lifted, moved, observed, overlooked, paid, painted, praised, proposed, punished, pushed, questioned, read, recognized, recorded, replaced, requested, rescued, reviewed, searched, selected, sent, sentenced, served, sketched, slaughtered, sold, studied, supervised, surrendered, taught, terrorized, tortured, towed, transported, unloaded, visited, washed, watched, witnessed, and worshiped. 
Two Observations
Before using the data summarized in Table 6 to test constraintbased models, we make two observations. First, constraint-based models are designed to explain why reduced relative clauses might often be difficult to process. The data in Table 6 point to where the difficulty must lie. Of all the probabilities for all the constraints, the one that most strongly disfavors the reduced relative is the clause structure constraint: The likelihood of a reduced relative is only .06, compared with a .92 likelihood of a main clause. If the head of the reduced relative denotes an animate entity, the typicality constraint also disfavors the reduced relative: The head of a reduced relative is the patient of the verb in the clause, and the frequency of an animate patient is only .46. All of the other constraints favor the reduced relative: For the argument role, transitivity, tense, and voice constraints, the form of the verb that is required by a reduced relative clause (agent-patient or patient argument roles, transitive, passive, participle) is the most frequently occurring form of the verb.
The second observation concerns the question of exactly how to count corpus tokens to determine the probabilities of the various constraints. For the data in Table 6 , the probabilities for one constraint are assumed to be independent of the probabilities for all the other constraints. For example, we did not count the probability of an agent-patient role structure for active sentences separately from the probability of an agent-patient role structure for passive sentences. Constraint-based models have not explicitly addressed this issue, but it is clearly important. An example of its importance is provided by the typicality constraint. In applications of constraint-based models, MacDonald (1994), McRae et al. (1998), and Trueswell et al. (1994) attributed differences in the difficulty of processing for two sets of reduced relative clauses to differences in the typicalities of their heads as patients. The reduced relatives with heads that were typically patients were easier to process than the reduced relatives with heads that were typically agents. But MacDonald (1994), McRae et al. (1998), and Trueswell et al. (1994) measured the typicality of nouns as patients with passive sentences, not reduced relatives. In the corpus, the probabilities of animate entities appearing as patients are different in passive sentences than reduced relatives. In passive main clauses, the probability of the patient being animate is .46 but in reduced relatives it is only .38, a significant difference, F 2 (1, 84) ϭ 30.8. From the MTS point of view, this difference points to a difference in construction meaning between the passive construction and the reduced relative construction (although exactly what that meaning difference is we have not explored). For consistency with previous research, in Table 6 the agent and patient frequencies were calculated in the same way as has been done for constraint-based models: The patient frequency was counted from past tense, passive main clauses and the agent frequency was counted from past, active, transitive main clauses.
Are Reduced Relative Clauses Less Frequent Than
Nonreduced Relative Clauses?
Generally speaking, it is reasonable to suppose that sentences that are difficult to comprehend are less likely to be produced. This is not absolutely necessary, but it is at least a reasonable supposition. Given this assumption, then constraint-based models can be tested against sentences that are naturally produced by speakers and writers. According to constraint-based models, reduced relative clauses are difficult to process because of their ambiguity with main clauses. Main clauses are much more frequent and so a constraintbased system is biased against reduced relatives. Nonreduced relatives, on the other hand, are not ambiguous and so, on average, they should be easier to comprehend. Easier comprehension is the only thing that distinguishes nonreduced from reduced relative clauses in constraint-based models because the two constructions are assumed to have the same meaning.
If speakers and writers tend to avoid constructions that are difficult to comprehend, and if reduced relatives are more difficult to comprehend than nonreduced relatives, then reduced relatives should appear in the corpus less frequently than nonreduced relatives. However, the opposite is true (see Table 6 ): Reduced relatives are more frequent. The probability of occurrence for reduced relatives is .06 (913 sentences) versus .02 (323 sentences) for nonreduced relatives; as was mentioned above, this is a significant difference, F 2 (1, 84) ϭ 31.6.
Are Reduced Relatives With Animate Heads Less Frequent Than Nonreduced Relatives With Animate
Heads?
Perhaps, it might be argued, the reduced relative clauses in the corpus, reduced relatives produced naturally by speakers of the language, are not difficult to process because the clauses fit constraints in such a way that difficulty is reduced. MacDonald (1994) has pointed out how naturally produced reduced relatives can be so easy to process as not to be noticed even by psycholinguistic researchers. Reduced relatives with inanimate entities as their heads are supposed to be easier to process than reduced relatives with animate heads, so perhaps all, or almost all, of the corpus reduced relatives have inanimate heads. But this is not the case: 38% of the reduced relatives from the corpus sample have animate heads. Moreover, there are not significantly fewer animate heads for reduced relatives than for nonreduced relatives; the nonreduced relatives have slightly fewer (37%).
Perhaps, however, the difficulty of a reduced relative clause with an animate head varies substantially across verbs. If so, it should be the case that if a verb with an animate head is especially difficult in a reduced relative, then a nonreduced relative clause should be used instead. For example, if captured is difficult to process in a reduced relative with an animate head, then when captured appears in a relative clause, it should be a nonreduced relative. That is, there should be a negative correlation between the probability of a verb appearing with an animate head (vs. an inanimate head) in a reduced relative and the probability of the verb appearing with an animate head (vs. an inanimate head) in a nonreduced relative. However, the correlation is not negative, it is highly positive (r ϭ .73).
Are Reduced Relatives Less Likely to Appear in Subject Positions of Sentences Than Nonreduced Relatives?
To calculate the statistics just described, all instances of reduced and nonreduced relative clauses were counted. However, reduced relative clauses are ambiguous with main clauses only when the clause is in a subject position in its sentence. For example, consider the sentence The subject most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street is the royal figure. The subject of the sentence is the subject most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street; it is the subject of is the royal figure. It might be argued that reduced relatives should be difficult only in this situation, not when they occur in object positions where there is no ambiguity (e.g., The royal figure is the subject most frequently debated by the Fergie followers on Fleet Street). (It should be noted that it is not obvious that a processing system could always know for sure whether a noun phrase that was potentially the head of a reduced relative clause was in a subject position or an object position, but we leave this problem aside.)
We examined the subset of relative clauses that appear in subject positions in the corpus sentences. Counter what would be predicted from constraint-based models, the probability of appearing in subject position (vs. other sentence positions) is higher for reduced than nonreduced relative clauses, .27 versus .15, respectively. Also, for the clauses that appear in subject positions, we calculated the probabilities of animate heads: For reduced relatives, the probability was .56 ; for nonreduced relatives, the probability was .60. The probability of an animate head for a reduced relative was higher when the reduced relative appeared in subject position (.56) than it was for all reduced relatives combined (.38, see above). (We did not perform statistical tests with the probability values for relative clauses in subject positions because the values are zero for many verbs.)
In sum, just as when all reduced and nonreduced relatives were counted, the statistics for relative clauses in subject position are not what would be expected from a constraint-based point of view. The supposedly difficult reduced relatives are not less frequent than the supposedly easier nonreduced relatives, and they are not less likely to have animate heads.
Reading Times for Sentences With Reduced Relative
Clauses: Experiments 8, 9, 10, and 11 To further test predictions of constraint-based models, reading times for sentences with reduced relative clauses were collected in Experiments 8 -11. For constraint-based models of the type under discussion here, reading times for sentences with reduced relative clauses are predicted from the likelihoods of occurrence in the language of the various linguistic structures in the reduced relative. If, for example, the verb of a reduced relative rarely occurs in participle form, then reading times for the reduced relative should be lengthened.
Three sets of sentences for the experiments were taken from previous studies of reduced relatives (MacDonald, 1994, Experiment 2; McRae et al., 1998; Trueswell et al., 1994) and two other sets were new sentences that we took from the corpus. Examples of the sentences are shown in Table 7 .
In MacDonald's (1994) and Trueswell et al.'s (1994) tests of constraint-based models, experiments manipulated whether the head of a reduced relative was more likely to be an agent of the reduced relative's verb or a patient. For the sentence that begins The speaker proposed by the group, the noun speaker is an animate entity. In the other version of the sentence, The solution proposed by the group, the noun solution is inanimate. The assumption made by Trueswell et al. (1994) and MacDonald (1994) was that an animate entity is more likely to be an agent of a verb and an inanimate entity is more likely to be a patient. If this assumption is correct, then, according to the constraint-based models, reading times for the reduced relative with speaker as head should be longer than reading times for the reduced relative with solution as head. This is because the head of the reduced relative must be a patient of the reduced relative's verb, and the inanimate solution is more likely to fill a patient role than the animate speaker.
Whereas Trueswell et al. (1994) and MacDonald (1994) manipulated the typicality of nouns as agents and patients by using animate and inanimate entities, McRae et al. (1998) manipulated typicality with only animate entities, varying whether they are more typically agents or more typically patients (see Table 7 ).
For all three of these sets of sentences, the previous studies found that reading times for the sentences were consistent with constraint-based model predictions: When the head of the reduced relative was an entity typically an agent, reading times were longer than when the head was typically a patient. Experiments 8, 9, and 10 replicated this result for these three sets of sentences.
From the point of view of MTS, there is no reason to expect this result. All else being equal, there is no reason that an entity that is typically an agent should be more difficult to comprehend as the head of a reduced relative than an entity that is typically a patient.
To further explore typicality effects on reading times for reduced relatives, the two new sets of sentences were constructed. They were based closely on naturally produced sentences from the corpus. Surprisingly, from the context of the results for the other sets of sentences and constraint-based theories, we found that for these new sets of sentences whether the head of a reduced relative was animate versus inanimate had no significant effect on reading times.
The main portion of the analyses of the results of Experiments 8 -11 is devoted to the question of why the agent versus patient typicality of the head of a reduced relative sometimes does affect reading times and sometimes does not. But first, before those analyses, the experiments and their data are presented.
Experimental Design
The five sets of sentences encompass a wide range of different kinds of sentences. The sentences used by previous researchers are relatively short, and they were constructed by the experimenters. The new sentences from the corpus are longer, and they are closely based on sentences naturally produced by speakers and writers.
Experiments designed to examine the processing of reduced relative clauses often have two design features that our experiments did not have. First, reading times are usually measured for each word of a sentence; instead, we measured whole sentence reading times. We did this because our concern was not at exactly what point in a sentence difficulty occurred but only in the overall difference in difficulty between reduced relatives with one kind of head versus another. In other words, we were concerned with which variables can predict difficulty rather than at what point in a sentence difficulty occurs.
Second, the difficulty of a sentence with a reduced relative clause is usually measured relative to the difficulty of the same sentence with the clause turned into a nonreduced relative. This method of measuring difficulty depends on the assumption that nonreduced and reduced relative clauses differ only in the reduced relative being more difficult to parse syntactically, not in any other aspect of comprehension.
We think this assumption is wrong, that instead reduced and nonreduced relative clauses differ in their meanings, and we gave evidence earlier in this article of the differences. First, we showed that a naturally produced sentence with a reduced relative can be preferred by subjects to the same sentence with the reduced relative changed to a nonreduced relative, and vice versa. This finding indicates that whether reduced or nonreduced is preferred depends on how the construction interacts with the meaning of its sentential and discourse context. Second, we showed that subjects remember the contents of a relative clause better for reduced than nonreduced relatives (given recall of the head of the clause). Again, this indicates a difference in the encoded meaning of the two constructions.
If reduced and nonreduced relatives have different meanings, then nonreduced relatives cannot be used as a control condition for examination of the relative difficulties of parsing reduced relative clauses. However, as it turns out, resolution of this issue is less critical than it might be, because of the patterns of results from previous studies. In the standard experimental design used by MacDonald (1994) , McRae et al. (1998 ), Trueswell et al. (1994 , The only significant differences among the reading times of the sentences are that reading times are longer for reduced relative sentences with typically animate entities as heads than for the other three types of sentences. What this means is that reading times for the reduced relative sentences with the two types of heads (speaker and solution) can be directly compared, and this is the design we adopted for Experiments 8 -11. For all four experiments, example sentences are shown in Table 7. For each sentence, there are two versions, one with an animate entity or a typically agent entity as head of the reduced relative and one with an inanimate entity or a typically patient entity as head. As in the example sentences, all of the reduced relative clauses were in subject positions in their sentences.
In each experiment, subjects read the sentences from a PC monitor, one sentence at a time, pressing the space bar key on the PC keyboard to advance to each next item. Comprehension tests were interspersed among the sentences to be sure subjects read to some reasonable level of comprehension.
Method
Materials. The first set of 16 sentences, exemplified in Table 7 and used in Experiments 8 and 9, was from Trueswell et al.'s (1994) Experiment 2. The sentences averaged 9.8 words in length. The mean word frequency of the animate heads of the reduced relative clauses was 354, and the mean frequency for the inanimate heads was 132 (Francis & Kučera, 1982) .
The second and third sets of items, used in Experiments 8 and 9, were two new sets of 16 pairs of sentences, with all sentences containing a reduced relative clause. For one of these sets of sentences, the first sentence of a pair was based on a corpus sentence for which the head of the reduced relative clause was a person or people, and the second sentence of the pair was identical except that the original head was replaced by something that was not animate. The sentences of this set averaged 18.0 words in length, and the mean frequencies of the animate and inanimate heads were 174 and 55, respectively (Francis & Kučera, 1982) . For the other set of new sentences, the first sentence of a pair was also based on a sentence from the corpus, but the head was inanimate, and it was replaced by a person or people for the second sentence of the pair. The sentences of this set averaged 15.7 words in length, and the mean frequencies of the animate and inanimate heads were 57 and 52, respectively (Francis & Kučera, 1982 The sentences of the fourth set of items, used in Experiment 10, were versions of sentences from MacDonald (1994; Experiment 2), shortened so that all the words of each sentence could appear on a single line of the PC screen used for stimulus presentation. There were 32 pairs of sentences. In MacDonald's sentences, the reduced relative clause could contain either a time adverbial or a location phrase; we used the versions with the location phrase. The shortened sentences averaged 9.8 words in length, and the mean frequencies of the animate and inanimate heads were 58 and 42, respectively (Francis & Kučera, 1982) .
The sentences of the fifth set were used by McRae et al. (1998) . The heads of the reduced relatives were always animate entities, but for one version of a sentence, this was an entity that is typically an agent and for the other version, it was an entity that is typically a patient (typicalities were determined by McRae et al. from subjects' ratings, as discussed below). These sentences averaged 10 words in length, and the mean frequencies of the typically agent and typically patient heads were 27 and 29, respectively (Francis & Kučera, 1982) .
Procedure. For all four experiments, experimental and filler sentences to read and true-false test sentences were mixed together in blocks of 11 sentences to read and 6 true-false tests. There were 16 blocks, plus 1 practice block at the beginning of the experiment. Within a block, the sentences and true-false tests were presented in random order except that in Experiment 8, a true-false test was either 1, 2, 3, or 4 positions after the sentence for which it was the test item; in Experiments 9 and 11, a true-false test immediately followed the sentence for which it was a test; and in Experiment 10, a true-false test was 2, 3, or 4 positions after the sentence for which it was a test item. Subjects read faster in Experiment 9 than the other experiments, but the placement of the test phrases did not otherwise affect any results of interest.
Subjects controlled reading time for the sentences by pressing the space bar on the PC keyboard when they were finished with a sentence and ready for the next item in the block. Test phrases were marked with seven leading and seven following asterisks. Subjects were instructed to press the ?/ key if a test phrase had been in one of the sentences they had read and to press the Z key if the phrase had not been in one of the sentences.
Subjects were encouraged to read the sentences as quickly as possible while keeping their accuracy on the test phrases high. In Experiments 8, 9, and 10, subjects were given a point system: They were told that they started the experiment with 500 points. For each block, points were added or subtracted according to a scheme intended to weight accuracy over speed: If mean reading time was under 200 ms per word, 100 points were added; for each correct response to a test phrase, 100 points were added; and for each incorrect response, 100 points were subtracted.
Subjects and design. In Experiment 8, the corpus sentences were those that originally appeared in the corpus with people as the heads of their reduced relative clauses. Reading times for Trueswell et al.'s (1994) sentences with animate versus inanimate reduced relative heads were compared with reading times for the corpus sentences with animate versus inanimate heads. In Experiment 9, the corpus sentences were those that originally appeared in the corpus with inanimate entities as the heads of their reduced relative clauses. Reading times for Trueswell et al.'s sentences with animate versus inanimate heads were compared with reading times for the corpus sentences with animate versus inanimate heads. In Experiment 10, only the MacDonald (1994) sentences were tested; in Experiment 11, only the McRae et al. (1998) sentences were tested. In each experiment, the assignment of reduced relative head was counterbalanced across subjects. There were 16 subjects in Experiment 8, 22 subjects in Experiment 9, 42 subjects in Experiment 10, and 40 subjects in Experiment 11.
Results: Reading Times
Subjects read at rates that approximated normal reading times for college students. Over all sentences (including fillers), reading times averaged 264 ms per word in Experiment 8, 212 ms per word in Experiment 9, 243 ms per word in Experiment 10, and 284 ms per word in Experiment 11. The mean probability of a correct response on a true-false test was .84 for Experiment 8, .90 for Experiment 9, .94 for Experiment 10, and .92 for Experiment 11.
Mean reading times for the sentences of interest, the sentences with reduced relative clauses, are summarized in Table 8 . For the Trueswell et al. (1994) sentences (Experiments 8 and 9), the MacDonald (1994) sentences (Experiment 10), and the McRae et al. (1998) sentences (Experiment 11), reading times were significantly longer when the heads of the reduced relative clauses were typically agentive entities than when they were typically patient entities, replicating Trueswell et al.'s, MacDonald's, and McRae et al.' s findings. However, for the corpus sentences (Experiments 8 and 9), whether the head of the reduced relative was an animate or an inanimate entity did not significantly affect reading times.
In Experiment 8, the main effects of sentence set (Trueswell et al.'s, 1994 , sentences vs. the corpus sentences)-F 1 (1, 15) ϭ 283.7, and F 2 (1, 30) ϭ 134.2-and animate versus inanimate entities as heads of the relative clauses-F 1 (1, 15) ϭ 10.8, and F 2 (1, 30) ϭ 5.4 -were both significant. The interaction between the two factors was also significant, F 1 (1, 15) ϭ 5.1, and F 2 (1, 30) ϭ 4.6, SE ϭ 104 ms. In Experiment 9, the main effect of sentence set was significant, F 1 (1, 21) ϭ 182.3, and F 2 (1, 28) ϭ 94.9, and the main effect of animate versus inanimate entities was not, F 1 (1, 21) ϭ 3.4, and F 2 (1, 28) ϭ 2.1. The interaction of the two factors was significant, F 1 (1, 21) ϭ 5.3, and F 2 (1, 28) ϭ 5.9, SE ϭ 70 ms. In Experiment 10, the main effect of animate versus inanimate heads was significant, F 1 (1, 41) ϭ 24.1, and F 2 (1, 31) ϭ 12.6, SE ϭ 28 ms. In Experiment 11, the main effect of typically agent versus typically patient head was significant, F 1 (1, 39) ϭ 31.5, and F 2 (1, 39) ϭ 18.0, SE ϭ 53 ms.
The finding that an animate versus an inanimate head made no significant difference in reading times for the corpus sentences is surprising from a constraint-based modeling point of view. In response to the finding, it might be argued that the animateinanimate difference was somehow lost in the long reading times for the corpus sentences. (The long reading times came about because the corpus sentences were several words longer on average than the sentences of the other sets.) To check this possibility, we ran an additional experiment that included both sets of corpus sentences and the set of sentences from Trueswell et al. (1994) . In this experiment, 15 subjects were asked to press the space bar after each line of an experimental sentence (rather than at the end of each sentence) so that reading times could be recorded for the first lines of the corpus sentences. For each of the corpus sentences, the first line included all of the reduced relative clause plus the next two words of the sentence. The next two words included the main verb of the sentence. The pattern of results was the same for this experiment as for Experiments 8 and 9. The mean reading times for corpus sentences with animate and inanimate heads were 2,391 ms and 2,427 ms, respectively, compared with 2,645 ms and 2,333 ms, respectively, for the Trueswell et al. sentences. The interaction of sentence sets with animate-inanimate heads was significant, F 1 (1, 14) ϭ 6.4, and F 2 (2, 45) ϭ 5.3, SE ϭ 67 ms. Thus, the failure to find a significant animate-inanimate difference for the corpus sentences was not due to the long reading times caused by their length.
For the Trueswell et al. (1994) and MacDonald (1994) sets of sentences, the sizes of the differences observed in Experiments 8 -10 are about the same as were observed in the previous studies with the sentences. For the Trueswell et al. sentences, the difference they found in mean reading times between reduced relatives with animate versus inanimate heads was about 400 ms (using an eyetracker, they reported both first pass and second pass reading time differences; 400 ms is about the sum of the two). The difference in our experiment was 481 ms. MacDonald (using self-paced word-by-word reading) reported the mean reading time per word difference between reduced relatives with animate heads versus inanimate heads: The mean was about 10 ms. In our experiments, the mean difference per word was 15 ms (the slightly shorter mean reading times in MacDonald's study probably are due to the sentences in her study being longer; we shortened the sentences so that the whole sentence would appear as a single line on a PC screen).
For the McRae et al. (1998) sentences, mean reading times for reduced relatives with typical agents as heads and reduced relatives with typical patients as heads were reported for only some, not all, of the words of the sentences (McRae et al., 1998) . Reading times for the words they did report averaged about 500 ms per word, much longer than the reading times we found. This is likely due to their method, self-paced word-by-word reading, which often leads to slow reading.
Reading Times, Corpus Statistics, and Typicality Ratings
The question immediately raised by the results of the four experiments is why the typicality of the head of the reduced relative affects reading times for three of the sets of sentences but not the other two. According to constraint-based models of the type under discussion here, we should find the answer in the differences among the sentences in the likelihoods of occurrence of the elements of their reduced relative clauses. For example, the finding is that it takes longer to read a sentence that begins The speaker proposed by the group . . . than to read a sentence that begins The solution proposed by the group . . ., but it does not take longer to read The fairies sent by the good witch . . . than The snowflakes sent by the good witch . . . . According to constraintbased models, this should be because the difference in typicality as an agent for speaker versus solution is significantly larger than the difference in typicality as an agent for fairies versus snowflakes. In this section, we explore these likelihoods, but in the end, we find that the constraint-based predictions are not supported by the data. The constraints hypothesized by the models do not explain why there is a significant reading time difference due to typically agent versus typically patient heads for three of the sets of sentences but not for the other two sets. We conclude that the reasons for the observed differences in reading times must lie outside the domain of the constraint-based models.
Corpus Statistics
In introducing constraint-based models, we laid out a number of constraints that have been claimed by the models to be relevant to the processing of reduced relative clauses. The likelihoods of occurrences, as calculated from the corpus, for the various linguistic constructs and argument role typicalities were shown in Table 6. The 85 verbs for which the statistics were calculated were all the verbs used in reduced relative clauses for the sentences in Experiments 8 -11. Table 9 shows statistics for the same constraints, this time broken down into the statistics for the verbs of each set of sentences individually. For each constraint, the mean probability of occurrence is shown and (in parentheses) the interquartile range of the probability values is shown. The ranges of probability values are reasonably wide for the argument role, voice, tense, and typicality constraints, indicating considerable variation in these characteristics across verbs. For the transitivity and syntactic structure constraints, the verbs are much more uniform, almost always being used in transitive, main clause sentences. Overall, looking at both the mean probability values and the ranges, there are few large differences between the statistics for the sets of sentences for which the typicality of the reduced relative head affected reading times (the sentences from MacDonald, 1994; McRae et al., 1998; and Trueswell et al., 1994) and those for which it did not (the sentences based on corpus sentences).
Consider, as an example, the statistics for the first set of corpus sentences and the statistics for the sentences from Trueswell et al. (1994) . For the argument role, transitivity, voice, tense, and syntactic structure constraints, the statistics for the verbs of the reduced relatives of the two sets of sentences differ insignificantly, all F 2 (1, 30) Ͻ 1.0.
For the typicality constraint, the statistics do differ significantly: The verbs of the reduced relatives in Trueswell et al.'s (1994) sentences are more likely to occur with animate agents than the verbs of the corpus reduced relatives (.77 vs. .58), F 2 (1, 30) ϭ 5.9, and they are less likely to occur with animate patients (.17 vs. .35), F 2 (1, 30) ϭ 6.9.
The differences in the typicality constraint are exactly what should drive the difficulty of reduced relatives, according to constraint-based models. For Trueswell et al.'s (1994) reduced relatives with animate heads, the high probability (.77) of the verbs taking animate agents should bias the parsing system strongly toward a main clause reading, away from the correct, reduced relative reading. That is, a high probability of the verb proposed occurring with an animate agent should bias the system toward a main clause reading of The speaker proposed . . . . At the same time, the low probability of the verbs occurring with animate patients (.17) should also drive the system toward a main clause reading, away from the correct, reduced relative reading. Thus, animate heads should make the reduced relatives quite difficult compared with inanimate heads. For the corpus sentences, on the other hand, the reduced relative verbs are not so highly biased (.58 and .35), so the difference in difficulty between the reduced relatives with animate and inanimate heads should be reduced. If these statistical differences are the reason for the differences in the patterns of reading times for the two sets of sentences, then the statistics should correlate with the reading time differences. For both Trueswell et al.'s (1994) sentences and the corpus sentences, the more strongly biased a verb is toward an animate agent and away from an animate patient, the larger the reading time difference should be between sentences with animate heads for their reduced relatives and sentences with inanimate heads. For both sets of sentences, there should be significant correlations between the biases of the verbs and the animate-inanimate reading time differences. However, the correlations were not significant. Table 10 (under "Corpus statistics") shows the relevant correlations for the Trueswell et al. (1994) , MacDonald (1994) , and corpus sentences. According to constraint-based models, the size of the reading time difference should increase as the probability of the verb occurring with an animate agent increases (a positive correlation), it should decrease as the probability of an animate patient increases (a negative correlation), and it should increase as the difference between these two probabilities increases (a positive correlation). In only four cases are the correlations in the predicted direction, and only one of these is significant: the negative correlation in Row B for the MacDonald sentences, t(30) ϭ Ϫ2.5; all other ts Ͻ 1.0. Figure 1 shows scatter plots for these same correlations, with reading time per word plotted on the vertical axes and the corpus probabilities on the horizontal axes. The ranges of the probability values are wide enough that it would be possible to see the predicted correlations if they had been present in the data.
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Most of the corpus statistics listed in Table 9 have not been investigated by constraint-based researchers because corpora large enough to gather meaningful statistics have not been available. The exception is verb tense and voice, which were jointly tested by Trueswell (1996) for their abilities to predict the difficulty of reduced relative clauses. He found that reduced relatives with verbs highly likely to occur in their past active forms were more difficult than reduced relatives with verbs less likely to occur in their past active forms. In the corpus statistics in Table 9 , there are no apparent differences in the voice and tense statistics between those sets of sentences that produced an animate-inanimate reading time difference and those that did not. Nevertheless, we conducted an additional analysis to examine the voice and tense constraints. For the Trueswell et al. (1994) sentences, the MacDonald (1994) sentences, and both sets of corpus sentences, we computed the mean probabilities with which the verbs occurred in the active voice in the corpus, and then divided the sentences into those for which the probability was higher than the mean and those for which it was lower. A verb more likely to occur in the active voice should be more difficult in a reduced relative (where it occurs in the passive voice). Combining across the four sets of sentences, the mean numbers of words in the sentences were matched for the sentences with the high probability verbs and the sentences with the low probability verbs (12.8 and 12.5 words per sentence, respectively), as were the mean Kučera-Francis frequencies per word (293 and 300, respectively; the McRae et al. (1998) sentences were not used in this analysis because high-low probability sentences did not match in Kučera-Francis frequencies). Contrary to what would be predicted by constraint-based models, there was no significant difference in reading times for the sentences with high versus low probability verbs, F 2 (1, 158) Ͻ 1.0. Verbs more likely to occur in the active voice did not present significantly more difficulty. The same result holds for tense. For the verbs in the four sets of sentences, it turns out that splitting them (at the mean) into those more likely versus those less likely to occur in the active voice is equivalent to splitting them into those more likely versus less likely to occur in their past forms rather than their participle forms. So neither tense nor voice probabilities significantly affected reading times in our experiments. This finding is contrary to Trueswell's (1996) result, so we looked for what might be the cause of the discrepancy. Some of the 20 verbs in the reduced relatives in Trueswell's study are among the 85 summarized in Table 9 . For his two groups of verbs, one more likely to occur in active voice and the other less likely, we noticed a difference: For the group more likely to occur as active, they are also less likely to occur in reduced relative clauses. To determine whether this is true when all of his verbs are considered, we computed the probabilities of occurrence as reduced relatives for those verbs that had not been in the original 85 (using 200 randomly chosen sentences from the corpus for each verb). For the 10 verbs in Trueswell et al.'s (1994) study that are most likely to occur in active voice, the mean probability with which they occur in reduced relatives is .02; for the other 10 verbs, those with lower probabilities of occurring in the active voice, the mean is .09 -a significant difference, F 2 (1, 18) ϭ 12.4. Thus, there was a large difference between the two groups of verbs not only in likelihood of occurring in active voice, but also in likelihood of occurring in reduced relatives. Because in our own data we found no significant effect of probability of occurrence in active voice, we suggest Trueswell's result may be due to the difference in reduced relative probability. However, we do not believe difficulty of reading in his study depended directly on reduced relative probability (as might be consistent with a constraint-based model). Instead, we suggest that the difficulty for reduced relatives with verbs unlikely to occur in reduced relatives was due to the difficulty of writing, for those verbs, reduced relative sentences that are consistent with other language processing factors such as discourse functions and real world knowledge. We take up this point later in the summary of findings relevant to constraint-based models.
Typicality Ratings
In previous applications of constraint-based models (e.g., McRae et al., 1998; Tabossi, Spivey-Knowlton, McRae, & Tanenhaus, 1994; Trueswell et al., 1994) , typicality values for the agents and patients of verbs were not calculated from large corpora, because none were available, but instead were calculated from typicality ratings collected from subjects. Subjects were asked to rate how common it is for some entity to do something to someone or something, and they were asked to rate how common it is for something to be done to someone or something by someone; for example, How common is it for a speaker to propose someone? and How common is it for a speaker to be proposed by someone? To further test constraint-based models, we collected typicality ratings for the Trueswell et al. (1994) sentences, the MacDonald (1994) sentences, and the two sets of corpus sentences. (For the McRae et al., 1998 , sentences, we used the typicality values published with their sentences.) All the pairs formed by combining each head noun of a reduced relative clause with the verb of the clause were rated using the same "how common is it" questions as have been used by constraint-based modelers. Forty subjects rated each pair on a scale of 1-7, with 7 being most common. The means of the ratings with their interquartile ranges are reported in Table 11. Trueswell et al. reported typicality ratings for the inanimate nouns for the sentences of theirs that we used in our experiments. To ensure that our ratings were consistent with earlier work, we calculated the correlation between our ratings for Trueswell et al.'s noun-verb pairs and their ratings, and the correlation was .97.
As an aside, it should be mentioned that typicality ratings do not produce exactly the same pattern of likelihoods for agents and patients that corpus statistics do (a point made earlier by Merlo, 1994) . Table 11 shows both the mean typicality ratings and the corresponding corpus statistics (the same statistics as were reported in Table 9 ). The main difference between the corpus probabilities and subjects' ratings is that subjects rate the likelihood of an animate entity being a patient much higher than actually occurs in the corpus-the typicality ratings for animate patients (How common is it for a speaker to be proposed by someone?) average about 4.7, not much different than the ratings for animate agents and inanimate patients, but the probabilities of animate patients in the corpus average only about .30, considerably lower than the probabilities for animate agents and inanimate patients.
The main question for the typicality ratings is whether they can explain why the sets of sentences used by previous researchers (the sentences from Trueswell et al., 1994; MacDonald, 1994; and McRae et al., 1998) yield longer reading times for reduced relatives with typically agent heads than for reduced relatives with typically patient heads, and the sets of sentences from the corpus do not. Consider the typicality ratings for the Trueswell et al. noun-verb pairs and the ratings for the pairs from the first set of corpus sentences. The ratings do not differ significantly, F 2 (1, 126) ϭ 2.1. Even though reduced relatives with animate heads had significantly longer reading times than reduced relatives with inanimate heads for Trueswell et al.'s sentences but not for the corpus sentences, the typicality ratings for the two sets of sentences were not significantly different. This suggests that typicality ratings cannot explain the differences in reading time results. Table 10 (under "Typicality ratings") shows the relevant correlations for all the sets of sentences. According to the constraintbased models under discussion here, reading time for a reduced relative with an animate head should increase as the typicality of an animate agent for the verb increases, and it should increase as the typicality of an animate patient decreases. The difference between the two typicality values should correlate positively with the animate-inanimate reading time difference. As the results in Row A in the table show, the correlation was significantly positive only for the McRae et al. (1998) sentences, t(38) ϭ 1.8. For reduced relatives with inanimate heads, reading time should decrease as the typicality of an inanimate agent decreases and reading time should decrease as the typicality of an inanimate patient increases. The difference between these two typicality values should correlate negatively with the animate-inanimate reading time difference. For two of the five sets of sentences (Row B in the table), the predicted correlation was significant, t(14) ϭ Ϫ2.5 for the second set of corpus sentences, and t(30) ϭ Ϫ2.8 for the MacDonald (1994) sentences. Finally, the animate-inanimate reading time difference should be positively correlated with the difference between the typicality values for animate heads and the typicality values for inanimate heads (the row labeled "A Ϫ B" in the table). A significant positive correlation was found only for the McRae et al. sentences, t(38) ϭ 1.7. Figure 2 displays scatter plots of the correlations, showing that the ranges of the typicality values are wide enough that the predicted correlations could have been observed had they been present in the data.
In previous research, there have been few efforts to examine whether constraint-based factors correlate in the predicted ways with reading times. Trueswell et al. (1994) found the predicted negative correlation for typicality of inanimate patients but did not report correlations for any of the other typicality ratings (animate and inanimate agents and animate patients). For our data, the correlation of the reading time difference with the typicality of inanimate patients was also negative (Ϫ.19) but not significant, t(14) Ͻ 1.0. The most complete examination of whether typicality values predict reading times was done by McRae et al. (1998) . They built typicality values for typically agent and typically patient heads of reduced relatives into a constraint-based model and Animate agent: How common is it for a speaker to propose someone? Trueswell et al. (1994) .77 4.5 (2.1) MacDonald (1994) .69 4.0 (2.4) Corpus, Set 1
.58 4.6 (1.6) Corpus, Set 2 .59 3.8 (1.7) McRae et al. (1998) .74 4.2 (0.6) Inanimate agent: How common is it for a solution to propose someone? Trueswell et al. (1994) .23 1.8 (0.4) MacDonald (1994) .31 1.8 (0.6) Corpus, Set 1 .41 2.1 (0.5) Corpus, Set 2 .41 2.3 (0.8)
Animate patient: How common is it for a speaker to be proposed by someone? Trueswell et al. (1994) .17 5.3 (1.4) MacDonald (1994) .27 4.7 (2.0) Corpus, Set 1
.35 4.6 (1.4) Corpus, Set 2 .42 4.1 (2.4) McRae et al. (1998) .66 4.2 (1.0)
Inanimate patient: How common is it for a solution to be proposed by someone? Trueswell et al. (1994) .83 5.9 (0.6) MacDonald (1994) .73 5.4 (1.6) Corpus, Set 1 .65 4.2 (2.1) Corpus, Set 2 .58 4.2 (1.9)
Note. Typicality was rated on a scale of 1 to 7, with 7 being most common.
found that the model did a good job of predicting reading times. The significant correlation we obtained between typicality ratings and reading times for their sentences replicates their finding. On the whole, however, our studies provide a larger and more systematic examination than has been available previously for the empirical effects of constraints defined by constraint-based models and the data fail to show the correlations predicted by the models. In other words, the data are not well accounted for by the models.
Summary
Constraint-based models are directly in conflict with MTS. As part of the lexical entry for a verb, constraint-based models encode syntactic information separately from semantic information. MTS encodes only semantic information, and syntactic information emerges from the semantic information (through linking rules) in the sense that the entities in an event template fill positions in sentences that can be syntactically labeled (e.g., as the subject of a sentence). For constraint-based models, the main determiner of processing difficulty for an input string of words is the frequency with which various candidate analyses are used in the language. If the correct analysis of an input string is rarely used, processing will be slowed as more frequently occurring candidates win the competition for activation. According to MTS, frequency information should play little if any role in processing (except for the frequencies of words themselves).
Empirically, the critical question, in the context of this article, for evaluating the constraint-based versus the MTS views is which of the two generates the right predictor variables for the likelihood of occurrence of reduced relative clauses and for their processing difficulty. MTS predicts that reduced relatives with verbs that denote causality internal to the entity in head position should never occur in reduced relatives, barring error on the part of the speaker or writer. The finding of an occurrence rate of about 1 in 3,500 for internal control verbs, compared with an occurrence rate of about 1 in 16 for verbs that do provide the appropriate causality, is in accord with this prediction.
For all the constraint-based predictor variables that we examined, none consistently accounted for the data from the corpus studies or the reading time experiments. Constraint-based models should predict that reduced relatives occur less frequently in naturally produced language than nonreduced relatives; they should predict that reduced relatives are less likely to occur in ambiguous, subject positions in sentences; and they should predict that reduced relatives are less likely to occur with animate heads-all of these predictions are wrong according to the corpus data we examined. In Experiments 8 -11, reading times were collected for several sets of sentences with reduced relative clauses. For some of the sets of sentences, reading times were longer when the head of the relative was more typically an agent of the verb, not a patient as required by the relative clause. For others of the sets of sentences, there was no significant reading time difference. Most importantly, for none of the sets of sentences was the reading time difference consistently correlated with the predictor variables identified by constraint-based theories. For the nouns that appeared as the heads of reduced relatives, their frequency of occurrence in the corpus as agents versus patients for the reduced relative verbs should correlate with the reading time difference: The more likely a noun is to occur as the patient of a verb, the easier the reduced relative should be; the more likely the noun is to occur as the agent of the verb, the more difficult the reduced relative should be. But the correlations were consistently not significant. Likewise, when the fit of a noun to the argument role positions of a verb was measured with typicality ratings, the correlations with reading time differences were consistently not significant.
Given that the variables that have been defined by constraintbased models are not good predictors of processing difficulty for sentences with reduced relative clauses, then what does account for their sometimes being difficult? Why, for example, is The speaker proposed by the group would work perfectly for the program more difficult than The solution proposed by the group would work perfectly for the program? The most obvious guess is that when differences in difficulty are observed, they come from factors outside of syntactic processing. We offer two suggestions about what such factors might be. Perhaps, relative to the real world, it is easier to understand how a group could propose a solution than how a group could propose a speaker. Consider these reduced relatives used by MacDonald (1994) , McRae et al. (1998 ), or Trueswell et al. (1994 , all with animate, typically agent, heads:
A slave sold in the crowded bazaar . . In the real world, selling slaves is politically incorrect, eating snakes is disgusting, and chasing lions is outright dangerous. In each case, any difficulty in processing likely does not come from syntactic analysis but rather from an attempt to accommodate the information in the reduced relative with knowledge of the world. Similarly, a judge convicting a juror, a government executing a hangman, and a mother punishing a babysitter all violate standard schemas. Whether this explanation can extend to all the sentences of the sets that show differential difficulty of reduced relatives is not clear, but we believe it is a strong possibility.
Real world factors and schemas are outside the domain of MTS (although we assume that the semantic structures postulated by MTS would be the propositions out of which larger sentence and text representations are constructed). For sentences to be used in experiments with relative clauses, we chose sentences from the corpus, that is, sentences that were naturally produced by speakers and writers. Thus, we have some degree of confidence that these sentences do not stray far from real world acceptability.
The second suggestion about factors that might make the reduced relatives with animate heads in the sentences from MacDonald (1994) , McRae et al. (1998), and Trueswell et al. (1994) difficult comes from Fox and Thompson's (1990) analysis of the discourse functions of relative clauses. They suggest that the head of a reduced relative (like any other discourse entity) must be grounded in the discourse. If it is not already grounded, then it will often be the function of the relative clause to provide grounding.
Grounding gives a link between a discourse entity and knowledge the reader already has. For the isolated sentences that have been used in many reduced relative experiments, no larger discourse is provided and so grounding must come from the reader's general knowledge of the world. Fox and Thompson distinguish between methods of grounding for people and methods of grounding for inanimate objects. Thus, it is possible that the requisite grounding was not as easily available for the reduced relatives with animate (almost always people) heads as for the reduced relatives with inanimate heads.
In conclusion, constraint-based models did not stand up well to the empirical tests described here. Besides the corpus statistics and the correlations between reading times and possible predictor variables, constraint-based models also have trouble with the finding that switching a relative clause from nonreduced to reduced can make it a better sentence (Experiment 4) and the finding that the information in a reduced relative is more tightly connected in memory to the head of the clause than the information in a nonreduced relative (Experiments 5 and 6). Constraint-based models treat reduced and nonreduced relatives as equal in all respects except their parsing difficulty, so they have no way to predict findings that show differences in the meanings they encode into memory.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Modern psycholinguistics began in the 1960s when cognitive psychologists borrowed some of the constructs of Chomsky's transformational grammar and attempted to test their psychological reality (see Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974 , for a review of this work). A large number of studies examined how various hypothesized syntactic structures might be revealed by the empirical methods of cognitive psychology. The consensus that emerged by the early 1970s was that the human language processing system does not engage in the transformations postulated by transformational grammar. The response to this conclusion was twofold: Some researchers with close ties to linguistics began to investigate alternative syntactic processing systems (Bever, 1970; Frazier, 1978) . But a number of cognitive psychologists rejected syntax as an interesting domain of study and moved instead to the study of meaning (e.g., Bransford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972; Kintsch, 1974; Norman, Rumelhart, & the LNR Research Group, 1975) . This split between psycholinguists interested in syntax and psycholinguists interested in meaning has continued until the present time. The two domains of interest rarely interact with each other, with the consequence that questions about how syntax and semantics interact are rarely addressed.
The research described in this article is an initial attempt to begin to fill this gap. Researchers interested in meaning have often supposed that the units of meaning are propositions-small bits of information made up of a relation and its arguments. The favored questions for investigation have been how propositions are combined into larger bodies of information and how inferences are generated from that information. Left aside has been the question of how propositions and relations among propositions are recovered from input strings of words. Our hope is that MTS may go some way toward providing an answer to this question. For verbs, the proposed event templates are representations of meaning and as such are much like propositions. The event template for the verb break, for example, is ␣ CAUSE (x(BECOME BROKEN)). For the sentence John broke the window, the entity John would represent the cause of the breaking event and window would be the entity that became broken. Propositionally, this would be written (break, John, window) .
For constructions like reduced and nonreduced relatives, the meanings of the constructions could guide the formation of propositions. We hypothesize that a reduced relative clause introduces into a discourse an entity placed into some state by an external force (f(x)), whereas a nonreduced relative introduces two pieces of information, an entity (x) and a fact about x (g(x) ). The reduced relative sentence The window broken by John was expensive could be translated into two propositions. One proposition, from the reduced relative, would be (broken by John, window), which expresses a relation broken by John and its argument window. The second proposition (expensive, (broken by John, window)) would express a modifier, expensive, on the entity introduced by the first proposition. The same sentence but with a nonreduced relative clause (The window that was broken by John was expensive) could be translated into two different propositions. One would express the modifier expensive of the window (expensive, window), and the other would express the window being broken by John (break, John, window) . The differences between the propositions for the reduced relative sentence and the propositions for the nonreduced relative sentence capture the differences we hypothesize between the meanings of the two constructions.
At the moment, MTS is not a model of how words are processed into propositions. It is still at the stage of generating predictor variables and testing their effects. This is as it should be because the predictor variables are new to psycholinguistics. Investigations of event templates as possible representations of the syntactically relevant parts of verb meanings are only in their earliest stages, yet the corpus studies and experiments presented here and by McKoon and Macfarland (2000a , 2000b , 2000c show they have large effects on language production and comprehension. Reduced relative clauses have been studied in dozens of previous experiments, but it has never before been shown that they differ from nonreduced relative clauses in the meanings that are encoded as a product of their comprehension and it has never been explicitly demonstrated that reduced relative clauses can sometimes be better than nonreduced relatives.
As well as demonstrating MTS's usefulness in generating important new variables for study, we also showed that MTS has merit over major competitors, some classes of constraint-based models. The predictor variables defined by the constraint-based models did a poor job of correlating with sentence processing times. Our demonstrations do not, of course, rule out connectionist models altogether-no one can ever do that-but they do show that connectionist schemes coupled with the constraints defined by some current models are inadequate.
In testing MTS itself, we showed that reduced relatives of the kind The horse raced past the barn occur with a frequency of only about 1 in 3,500 in naturally produced language, compared with about 1 in 16 for other kinds of verbs. The prediction that reduced relatives of the kind The horse raced should never occur (except through error) was based on a combination of the meanings hypothesized for verbs (event templates) and the meaning hypothesized for the reduced relative construction. We provided considerable independent empirical support for these hypothesized meanings. The convergence of that support with the observed rarity of reduced relatives of the type The horse raced past the barn fell makes MTS a compelling alternative to other current views of sentence processing, especially in its ability to generate new ideas about what kinds of information govern language processing.
